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Framework for Reform

The first 21 pages of this final report on the 2008 and 2009 Ohio Election Summit and Conference contains a framework for future election reforms in Ohio, which aims to distill and organize the different points of view on specific policies detailed in the report, and to assist all stakeholders by (1) prioritizing issues based on the need for reform, as stated by the election officials, advocates and academics we interviewed; (2) pointing to places of agreement among election officials and advocacy groups for addressing those issues (as well as places where agreement has not yet been reached); and (3) identifying research that would help develop a reform agenda for these issues.

The Ohio Association of Election Officials, the bipartisan organization representing the members of Ohio’s 88 county boards of election, their directors and deputy directors, has reviewed this framework and the full final report and stated that it “concurs with the report’s identification of several broad categories of elections administration, which are ripe for review and reform prior to the 2010 election year, and that the framework detailed in the executive summary should serve as the basis for the future of election reforms in Ohio.”

In addition, the following organizations and individuals have endorsed the framework:

**Advancement Project**

**Advocates for Basic Legal Equality**

**CASE (Citizens Alliance for Secure Elections) Ohio**

**Common Cause, National**

**Common Cause Ohio**

**Professor Edward B Foley, Director of Election Law at Moritz, Ohio State University, Moritz College of Law**

**Professor Candice Hoke, Cleveland-Marshall College of Law, Cleveland State University**

**Professor David Kimball, University of Missouri-St. Louis, Dept. of Political Science**

**Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law**

**League of Women Voters of Ohio**

**The Miami Valley Voter Protection Coalition**

**Professor J. Quin Monson, Brigham Young University, Dept. of Political Science**

**NAACP National Voter Fund**

**Ohio Citizen Action**

**Professor Daniel Tokaji, Ohio State University, Moritz College of Law**

**Verified Voting.org**
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I. Executive Summary

This final report on the 2008 and 2009 Ohio Election Summit and Conference (the “Summits”) was drafted at the request of Ohio Secretary of State Jennifer Brunner, and follows a “preliminary report” originally published on March 9, 2009.1 It is the product of two historic summits2 called by Secretary of State Brunner to review the 2008 election and to study ways to improve Ohio’s elections going forward. The Summits were open to the public and focused on a wide variety of election related topics.3 Discussions were led by election officials, voting rights advocates, academics, and legislators.

The primary purpose of this report is to assist Secretary Brunner, the State Legislature, election officials, voting rights groups, and other Ohio citizens with framing issues and topics for election reform agendas in 2009. More generally, we hope the report will be a useful tool to anyone in Ohio — or elsewhere — who is interested in crafting a consensus-based elections policy that springs from systematic factual analysis and takes into account many different perspectives on voting and elections.

The sources for the information and ideas in the report include statements offered during the Summits; written testimony provided in advance of each of the Summits; post-summit interviews conducted by Brennan Center staff with election officials, other Ohio public officials, voting rights advocates, members of the media, and Ohio voters who participated in the Summits;4 and figures and analyses supplied in response to requests made by the Brennan Center to the Ohio Secretary of State’s office,5 the Early Voting Information Center, the Pew Center on the States, and Professors Edward Foley, Paul Gronke, Candice Hoke, David Kimball, Quin Monson, Norman Robbins, and Daniel Tokaji, among others.

Next Steps to Reform

There are many ideas for election policy reform in this document. Given that these ideas come from such a diverse set of participants, it should surprise no one that they sometimes contradict one another. Just as there has been no shortage of disagreement in Ohio when it comes to election policy, there was also no shortage of disagreement on this subject at the Summits, and in our post-summit interviews with summit participants and election experts.

Without papering over these differences, we have been somewhat surprised at the level of agreement on a number of topics, from the general to the specific. On a general level, as already discussed in the preliminary report, participants embraced at least four themes for future policy development: decisions about election policy and practice should be based on systematic data analysis, including analysis of the cost and funding of such decisions; development of policy must include consideration of its impact on the real world of election administration; all election policies should aim to ensure that every vote cast by a qualified voter is counted; and all policies should implicitly or explicitly recognize that election officials, including poll workers, take seriously their duty to make sure that all eligible voters — and only eligible voters — are allowed to vote. Election officials added, and voting rights groups did not disagree, that regardless of policy changes made in the coming year, there should also be greater public education about what voters should do — from confirming
their correct polling locations, to reviewing their ballots and paper trails before casting their votes — to ensure that their votes were correctly counted.

Keeping these themes in mind, there was also a fair amount of agreement on the need for specific reforms, including what a majority of participants identified as high priorities for election reform in the next year. For the purpose of facilitating the next steps in developing a reform agenda, we offer the following “framework” which aims to distill and organize the different points of view on specific policies, and to assist all stakeholders by (1) prioritizing issues based on the need for reform, as stated by the election officials, advocates and academics we interviewed; (2) pointing to places of agreement among election officials and advocacy groups for addressing those issues (as well as places where agreement has not yet been reached); and (3) identifying research that would help develop a reform agenda for these issues.

**Framework for Reform: Priority Issues**

The Summits covered a wide range of issues, from ballot access for minor parties to campaign finance enforcement to voting technology. Based on our post-summit interviews, there was broad (though not complete) agreement that while all of the issues covered at the Summits were important, some cried out for immediate action. Among those were, first:

- early voting timeframe and procedures;
- the Statewide Voter Registration Database;
- provisional voting and voter ID laws; and
- poll worker recruitment and training;

and second:

- post-election audits

By providing this context, we do not presume to suggest that action should not be taken on other matters discussed at the conference, or, for that matter, that the reform agenda should be limited to the topics discussed there. In fact, a number of interviewees suggested that there were several issues that were at least as important to election policy reform as any covered in the Summits. These interviewees suggested a number of changes, including: redistricting reform, reforming state oversight of elections administration, clarifying the rules on challenges to voters’ eligibility, and streamlining election litigation.

However, because so many interviewees discussed the importance of the five broad topics covered below, we undertook to produce an organized framework distilling those discussions – noting consensus or the promise of consensus where it seems to exist. At the end of this section, we add two more ideas — (1) amending laws related to design and language requirements for ballots, registration forms, and provisional and absentee ballot envelopes and applications, and (2) reviewing the state’s back-up paper ballot policy — that appear to have widespread support, but do not fit neatly into the discussion of any one of these five priority issues.
A. Statewide Voter Registration Database

The Issue: There appears to be agreement among election officials, advocates, and academics that adequate design and maintenance of the Statewide Database is among the most important issues that must be addressed in Ohio in the coming months. A functioning database is critical to elections: under Ohio law, citizens’ ability to vote and have their votes counted depends on whether their current names and addresses are properly added to the list and updated as information changes, and whether ineligible individuals are the only individuals moved to “ineligible” status. Election officials report that maintaining and updating their databases are among their most labor intensive and costly tasks.

Reform Proposals: Academics, advocates, and county election officials identified at least three general areas where they would like to see improvement to the Statewide Voter Registration Database and the state’s registration system. They are detailed below:

1. Implement better procedures and technology to ensure accuracy and integrity of voter information and consistency across county and state systems.

Voting rights advocates, election officials and academics all pointed to the need to have more accurate and consistent information in the county and state systems. There was broad agreement on a number of steps that could be taken to accomplish these goals:

a. Develop better design to minimize voter error

Interviewees pointed out that the Ohio driver’s license (which has a number directly above the picture which is NOT the driver’s license number) makes it easy for voters or registrars to list the wrong number on registration forms. They also noted that the forms themselves may confuse some voters — too many voters fail to fill-in information required under state law. To address these problems, they offered the following solutions, which they encouraged the Secretary to explore:

- Make the driver’s license number the sole number on the face of the license (or print it in a more prominent size and location, if the other number must be kept);
- Increase awareness among new registrants and registrars of the design problem with the current license;
- Work with usability and design experts to redesign registration forms with the goal of minimizing voter error;
- On registration forms, next to the request for a phone number to contact voters in the event of errors or omissions on the form, add the word “encouraged” in a color-highlighted box next to the existing “optional” notation; and
- Ask for the voter’s e-mail address on registration form, so that there is an additional method for contacting voters in case there are mistakes on forms.

Additional details on suggestions for improving design can be found on page 25 of this report.
b. **Adopt better procedures for minimizing “no matches”**

Academics, advocates and election officials also endorsed the idea of establishing protocols at the state and local levels for flagging and addressing problems with registrations, before attempting to match them with Social Security or Bureau of Motor Vehicle (“BMV”) databases. This included using the Statewide Database to flag potential typos and to prepare data for matching, so as to decrease the matching error rate.

While there was substantial dispute that the large number of “failed matches” indicated anything other than problems with the matching protocol or the databases themselves, all parties agreed that the amount of attention given to such failed matches undermined voter confidence in the integrity of Ohio’s elections. For this reason, regardless of political affiliation or profession, all interviewees agreed that developing a protocol that would minimize mismatches was a worthwhile investment. Further suggestions for the development of these protocols are discussed in greater detail at page 32.

c. **Use the U.S. Postal Service and other resources to provide voters with opportunities to update voter information**

Across the board, our interviewees saw the United States Postal Service and the BMV and Social Security Administration as potential sources of opportunities for voters to update their registration information. In particular, there appeared to be broad support for notifying voters of the opportunity to update their voter information when they changed addresses with the postal service through the National Change of Address (“NCOA”) program, and providing them with the appropriate form to do so. Additional suggestions for using the Postal Service and other resources to update voter information can be found at page 26.

The full set of suggestions for increasing accuracy and consistency of voter information can be found at page 25.

d. **Change the policy for updating registration addresses at BMV to comply with federal law**

The National Voting Rights Act states:

> “[a]ny change of address form submitted in accordance with State law for purposes of a State motor vehicle driver’s license shall serve as notification of change of address for voter registration with respect to elections for Federal office for the registrant involved unless the registrant states on the form that the change of address is not for voter registration purposes.”

Ohio appears to violate this federal mandate, and in the process makes it more difficult for counties to keep up-to-date voter registration lists. Specifically, rather than requiring the voter to specifically state, on his change of address form, that the change of address is not for voter registration purposes, BMV instead appears only to require that employees “make available” to voters separate change of address registration forms. If a BMV employee does not specifically offer such a form, or a voter says he does not want the extra form, his address will not be changed for voter registration purposes. This appears to be consistent with
Ohio law — which only requires that BMV provide an applicant with the “opportunity to . . . update [her] registration”7 — but not with the mandate imposed by the NVRA. By putting an extra burden on the voter to fill out an extra form, in apparent contradiction to federal requirements, this policy makes it far less likely that voters who have changed their permanent addresses will also change their registration forms.

Moreover, it is not clear that the official BMV policy is even followed in many BMV offices. Summit participants who have changed their driver’s license addresses report that BMV employees failed to ask them whether they wanted the extra change of registration address form. That is not particularly surprising; BMV employees probably do not view keeping voter rolls up-to-date as one of their primary responsibilities. It is for this very reason that the federal mandate is preferable to Ohio’s current policy: it does not rely on BMV employees to ensure that voters update their registration information.

In an interview with the Brennan Center, the Office of Legal Services for the Ohio Department of Public Safety (which oversees the BMV) acknowledged the NVRA requirement and has informed us that the BMV will be working with the Secretary of State’s office to ensure that, in the future, when a voter fills out a change of address form for her driver’s license, it will also serve to change her address for voter registration purposes, unless the voter has specifically indicated on the form that it should not.

This issue is discussed in greater detail at page 26.

2. **Develop a more transparent Statewide Database that will permit user-friendly searches, queries, exports and report-writing**

There was agreement among all we interviewed that the Statewide Database was not as easy to use as it might be. Election officials and voting rights advocates urged the creation of a more user-friendly database with the following suggestions:

a. **Ensure that the Statewide Database has all the characteristics of a modern database**

Among other things, election officials and advocates believed that the database should include the capacity to handle user-defined searches, queries, “soft searches,” exports and reports, and should make it possible for both the Secretary’s office and the county boards to use these functions.

b. **Create a more user-friendly database for voters**

Advocates and election officials complained that the current website that voters use to check their registration is both hard to find and difficult to use. These interviewees noted that the easier the system is for voters to use — to check information and to notify officials of the need to correct mistakes — the less likely there will be errors in the system. They recommend that the state and counties refer to Pew’s *Being Online is Not Enough*8 for ways to increase the usability of their sites.
c. Provide counties with “no match” information

Several county election officials want the Secretary to create a system for notifying boards of elections when information in the Statewide Database does not match records maintained by the BMV, so that they could attempt to contact the voters to update and/or complete their records. Academics and advocates generally supported this idea, though they wanted procedures put in place to ensure that this information was not improperly used and did not lead to improper removal of voters from eligible status. All parties agreed that given the unreliability of database information at the BMV and Social Security Administration, the mere existence of a “no match” alone should not be the basis for removing a voter from eligible status.

These suggestions are more fully discussed at page 30 of this report.

3. Ensure the security and privacy of the Statewide Database

A number of election officials and advocates expressed concerns about ensuring the security and privacy of information on the Statewide Database. In particular, they noted that without adequate security, a wrongdoer could wreak havoc on an election, moving voters to inactive status or changing information, and disenfranchising voters. Interviewees also expressed concern that, in the wrong hands, personal information on the database could lead to identity theft and other abuses. Several expressed frustration at not having a clear understanding of the current policies in place. Accordingly, they recommended the public announcement of several measures for the purpose of reassuring security advocates and members of the public about the integrity of information on the database. The full list of recommendations is detailed on page 30. Among the suggestions with broad support were the following:

a. Promulgate a rule limiting access to the Statewide Database

To varying degrees, election officials and advocates supported the promulgation of a rule detailing the requirements for the clearance of employees authorized to view, search, enter, edit and delete information in the county and Statewide Databases, as well as security measures for the protection of all information in these databases.

b. Preserve archives of deleted and modified records

Many advocates and election officials supported the preservation of archives of deleted and modified records, which would allow quality assurance and auditing to ensure that voter information was not improperly modified or flagged as removed.

Future Study: Designate a public study group to examine the registration process. Several academics, advocates and election officials urged further study of the Statewide Database and voter registration system in Ohio to assist in making additional changes. The full list of suggested research can be found at page 31. Of particular note was the suggested designation of a public study group — convened by the Secretary of State — to review current practices and make recommendations to the General Assembly on possible
legislative improvements to the statewide voter registration system. Among other topics that might be explored by such a group are:

- Development of better voter registration data entry and management practices, which many election officials and advocates believe could make reconciling and maintaining the various county and state databases easier;
- Adoption of automatic registration and improvement of the state's portable registration system (also referred to as “voter registration modernization” by several advocacy groups), which some advocates and election officials believe will eliminate the need for election officials to process paper registration applications, eliminate or reduce the role of third-party groups in registering voters, ensure a more complete and accurate voter registration list, increase voter participation, and reduce the opportunity for fraud; and
- Consideration of Election Day registration, which many advocacy groups and academics note is permitted in nine other states, and has a strong track record of increasing voter participation.

In light of the fact that there is growing momentum in Washington, D.C. to establish a federal mandate for voter registration modernization, such a study seems particularly important. As more than one summit participant noted, there is a real possibility that, at the very least, automatic and improved portable registration will be one component of a federal modernization mandate. Accordingly, it seems well worth the state’s time to begin to investigate, in a public way — with all relevant stakeholders — whether these reforms might work in Ohio, and how they would affect the current registration system.

The Secretary of State’s office reports to the Brennan Center that they believe they have addressed the first of the three points listed in this proposed study, through the Summits and consultations with various experts, and that they will publicly release a plan that covers this point shortly. They report that this plan will not address the second and third points, however.

B. Provisional Voting and Voter ID Laws

The Issue: Ohio’s provisional voting and voter identification policies have been fraught with controversy. Unsurprisingly, then, there are some divisions among summit participants and interviewees on exactly what reforms are needed. Interviewees emphasized different aspects of provisional voting, producing the election policy equivalent of the proverbial glass half empty v. glass half full. For some, widespread provisional balloting is primarily an increased voting opportunity. Others look at it as an opportunity for uncertainty and error. Some election officials emphasized that many Ohioans cast provisional ballots as a way of updating their addresses. They pointed out that over 80% of Ohio’s provisional ballots were counted, that the most common reason for rejecting provisional ballots statewide (47%) was a finding that the voters who cast them were not registered, and that voters must take some responsibility for registering properly. Other interviewees focused on the dangers of disqualification that come with provisional balloting, pointing, for example, to the 36% of provisional ballots not counted because they were cast outside the voters’ assigned precinct locations, and the variation among counties in ballots disqualified for lack of proper ID.
Despite these differences, there was broad agreement on some aspects of provisional voting and identification policies that need to be studied, and even on the direction some reforms should take. Four broad areas of concern are:

- The confusing complexity of current provisional balloting and ID rules;
- The comparatively high rate of provisional balloting in Ohio (which all parties agree leads to more work after the polls have closed, and increases opportunities for post-election litigation in close contests);
- Local inconsistency in the rate and administration of provisional balloting, including the validation rate of provisional ballots cast; and
- Disqualification of procedural ballots cast outside voters’ assigned voting locations.

Reform Proposals: Election officials, voting rights advocates, and academics offered a range of suggestions for potential reform, which are described in detail at page 44 of this report. Below we highlight reform proposals that generated the broadest consensus. Note that the reforms listed below are not intended as a single coherent agenda for change. Rather, the goal is to offer a “menu” of some (though not all) of the different proposals offered by summit participants as options to address the issues they agreed should be on the table.

1. **Simplify provisional ballot procedures and voter ID requirements**

Summit participants declared repeatedly that provisional balloting and voter ID rules are confusing and need to be clarified and simplified so that poll workers can administer them properly. To be sure, there are differences of opinion on the direction simplification should take and whether it should expand or limit the use of provisional ballots and documentary identification. Some summit participants see provisional voting as a tool for enfranchising voters at risk, while others believe that, at least in its current form, provisional voting is less a “fail safe” voting protection than a “trap door to disenfranchisement.”

For some, Ohio’s new voter ID requirements are a reasonable reflection of twenty-first century technology and culture; others consider them an unneeded voting obstacle and administrative burden. Nevertheless, from all of these divergent perspectives, everyone agrees that some changes are needed in the rules, procedures and forms that administer provisional voting and voter identification. Three proposals had particularly broad support.

a. **Reform voter ID law to focus on identification rather than address**

Some summit participants were in favor of going back to poll book signatures as the simplest way of establishing voters’ identity at the polls, while others felt that documentary ID was a positive development. Nevertheless, across both of these camps there was widespread support for reforms that would make voter identification requirements easier for voters to understand and meet and easier for poll workers to administer.

Many summit participants agreed that a particularly confusing aspect of the current ID law is its inconsistent address requirements. There was wide consensus that — assuming personal identification was the goal — the law’s address requirements should be scrapped and the law should be expanded to include, among other things, the usual gold standard of ID, a U.S Passport. One election official suggested that the statute spell out the focus on identity to
make it easier for poll workers to understand that a driver’s license with an obsolete address is sufficient. Moving away from the address requirement would also allow voters to use another common form of identification that is currently excluded, the standard student ID. Some summit participants advocated shifting to a single required ID document — an identification card issued by the voter’s election board. Voting rights advocates, however, questioned how voters would obtain these cards and how accessible they would be, voicing concerns that it would be burdensome if voters had to appear at an office to have a photo taken, particularly for voters who do not drive, and noting that some voters may not have a reliable way to receive mail.

b. **Simplify the provisional ballot envelope**

There was very widespread agreement that the forms used for provisional voting need to be redesigned. Election officials and voting rights advocates agreed, that as it is, the envelope is confusing and difficult for poll workers and voters to follow and complete. Some officials indicated that the design also made it difficult for staff counting provisional ballots.

c. **Clarify rules for counting provisional ballots**

Summit participants agreed on the need to set clear, uniform statewide standards for deciding which provisional ballots to count. Both election officials and advocates emphasized that the goal of those rules should be to count as many eligible votes as possible. There was some tension between the recognized need for uniformity, in order to assure equal protection, and the need to give local boards room to respond to problems that arise in a common sense manner. Some election officials emphasized the need to clarify and standardize the approach to remaking paper ballots in general.

2. **Conduct research to provide a better understanding of Ohio’s high rates of provisional voting**

One point of consensus is the need to know more about the use of provisional ballot, in order to set informed policy. Ohio both uses and counts provisional ballots at higher rates than most other states. Statewide provisional ballots made up 3.6% of ballots cast in November 2008; 81% were counted. Use and counting rates, however, vary substantially from county to county. In most large urban counties, close to one in twenty voters cast a provisional ballot, while in many other counties that number is more like one in fifty — or less. Despite the attendant costs and risks, not everyone agrees that heavy use of provisional ballots is necessarily a bad thing. Some election officials see high provisional voting rates (coupled with high rates of counting provisional ballots) as a success story. They interpret the growing use of provisional ballots to mean that many Ohioans who would otherwise be turned away from the polls altogether are now getting the opportunity to vote. Advocates and academics pointed out, however, that in states with lower provisional voting rates, there is no evidence that would-be voters are being disenfranchised. They tend to see high provisional voting and counting rates as indicating that many voters who could and should vote on regular ballots are instead voting provisionally. In the absence of specific studies, nobody really knows for sure. Summit participants generally agreed, therefore, that the causes of the state’s high and divergent rates of provisional voting need to be investigated in
order to base policy reforms on facts rather than speculation. Specific recommended research includes:

\textit{a. Fund and conduct studies to find out why provisional voting rates are so high in some parts of the state}

Some interviewees suggested that counties and precincts with particularly high provisional ballot rates should be studied in order to determine what was causing the high rates. Without such studies it is impossible to know whether the differences are a product of different social and demographic factors in the counties, or administrative differences, or both. In addition to collecting and analyzing data from the provisional ballot envelopes, counties on either end of the use and counting spectrum could be asked to detail the procedures and practices they employ regarding provisional voting. Correlations between provisional balloting and other election practices should also be examined — for instance, a county’s use of multi-precinct polling places and different ways of organizing those polling places.

\textit{b. Make provisional voting data available at the precinct level}

Summit participants pointed out that because Ohio counties are likely to encompass diverse populations in terms of population density, economic and social indices, and mobility, data at the precinct level is needed in order to investigate the demographic and social correlates of provisional ballot use and counting.

\textit{c. Provide data on reasons why provisional ballots are used and counted or rejected}

The Secretary’s office provided data, collected from all counties, on why provisional ballots were rejected in November 2008. To determine the overall effect of provisional voting in Ohio, it is also necessary to understand why voters are given provisional ballots in the first place. For instance, were provisional ballots issued because voters failed register, moved and did not update their addresses, failed to produce required ID, changed names or failed to appear on the rolls for some other reason. In order to collect this information, it will be necessary to devise a standardized way of identifying the reasons provisional ballots were cast.

Public access to individualized provisional ballot data is an issue with a complex legal and policy background. Some officials, including Secretary Brunner, interpret HAVA (and its Ohio implementing statutes) to allow the public release of provisional voters’ names, along with collective data on the numbers of provisional votes cast and the reasons for the rejection of provisional ballots, but to prohibit making public the counting or invalidation of an individual voter’s provisional ballot and the reasons for its acceptance or rejection. The unavailability of this kind of individualized data for academic and advocacy researchers puts more emphasis on the need for government studies. Protocols for data collection should be conveyed to county boards in time to incorporate necessary record keeping procedures in poll worker and staff instructions before the election.
3. **Clarify, and consider reforming, rules against counting provisional votes cast somewhere other than the voter's assigned precinct location**

Many election officials and advocates we interviewed believe that the current practice of rejecting provisional ballots cast by properly registered voters at the wrong polling place — or the wrong table at the right polling place — needs to be re-examined. Some Summit participants think the “wrong precinct rule” should be changed to count votes in contests for which the voter was eligible to participate, regardless where in the county or on what style ballot those votes are cast. Thus, if a ballot cast in the wrong precinct included precinct-specific school board issues, votes on those issues would not be counted, but votes on statewide contests and issues at the “top of the ticket” would count. Other summit participants would support at least counting such votes on ballots cast in the correct polling place but at the wrong table or on the wrong style ballot. Many election officials and advocates view voting in the wrong precinct as intertwined with poll worker error. Under the Ohio election code, and the decisions of the Ohio Supreme Court interpreting that code, it is less than clear when to count or disqualify provisional ballots cast on the wrong ballot style or at the incorrect location because of various types of action or inaction on the part of poll workers. Some approaches to reform suggested include:

a. **Change the law to allow election officials to count the top of the ticket on provisional ballots cast outside the voter’s assigned precinct location**

Some election officials we interviewed supported the legislative removal of the wrong precinct rule. They pointed out that prior to litigation in 2004 upholding the statutory requirement, many county election officials would count votes on provisional ballots for contests in which the voter was eligible to participate — regardless whether the ballot was cast at the voter’s assigned polling place — so long as the voter was in the correct county. Most advocates and academics we interviewed support Ohio’s return to rules that would count such provisional votes.

b. **Change the wrong precinct rule to a wrong polling place rule**

Some election officials suggested that a compromise position would be to mandate counting all provisional ballots cast in the correct polling place, whether or not they were at the assigned precinct table or on the assigned precinct ballot style. This is the policy followed in Missouri.

Here, too, there were calls for more access to information about provisional ballot practices. Currently, the state does not publish data on the numbers of provisional ballots rejected because they were cast in the correct polling place but “in” the wrong precinct. Data provided by two of Ohio’s largest counties, however, indicate that in the 2008 primary and general elections, approximately a third of wrong precinct ballots were cast in the right polling place.
c. Allow voters to vote provisionally at satellite offices in addition to their home precincts

For voters who cannot get to their assigned precinct polling place, some election officials suggested allowing additional provisional voting at the election board or another established central location.

d. Adopt a straightforward method for identifying when ballots are cast in the wrong precinct due to poll worker error, and count the top of the ticket on such ballots

Many interviewees agreed that if the wrong precinct rule remained in force, statewide votes on provisional ballots should be counted if they were cast in the wrong precinct because poll workers failed to issue the proper instructions. (In the view of at least one election official and some advocates, this is the rule already imposed by the complete Ohio election code and the Homeless Coalition court order.) Election officials pointed out that there are instances when voters are warned that they must go elsewhere to vote and nevertheless choose to vote provisionally in the wrong precinct. At the same time, however, many election officials agreed that when voters cast provisional ballots at the wrong voting location because poll workers directed them there, or failed to identify and direct them to the correct location, the lost opportunity to vote on precinct-specific contests should not be compounded by disqualifying votes on statewide issues.

The concern, however, is how to identify when poll worker error is the cause of voting in the wrong location. Advocates suggested adopting a presumption of poll worker error, asserting that few voters upon being informed that they were at the location where their ballots would be disqualified would nevertheless choose to vote there. But some officials were troubled by the idea that even votes cast deliberately in the wrong precinct could be characterized after the fact as poll worker error. A possible solution, particularly since there is broad support for redesigning the provisional ballot envelope, see page 45, would be to use the provisional ballot envelope to record the poll worker’s identification of the voter’s precinct. There could be a simple line or checkbox on the envelope — or perhaps on a sticker to be attached — where the poll worker assisting the provisional voter would record the voter’s correct precinct and voting location. Then, when provisional ballots are counted, it would be easy to identify which ones were cast in the wrong location because poll workers failed to correctly direct voters. If the form was filled in correctly, that would show that the poll worker did his or her job, and the ballot would be disqualified. If the wrong precinct or voting location was recorded, or if the space was left blank, that would indicate poll worker error, and the votes at the top of the ticket could be salvaged. One additional benefit of this system would be the feedback it would provide to election officials, allowing them to identify problems that could be addressed in subsequent poll worker training or by pointing out errors to presiding judges in precincts that had high error rates.
C. Early In-Person and Mail-In Voting Procedures

The Issue: Few areas of election administration have seen bigger changes in Ohio over the last few years than absentee voting, and few changes have had a bigger impact on the entire electoral process. Both voting rights advocates and election officials generally see the recent reforms to Ohio’s absentee voting laws in a positive light. Most importantly, many credit the expansion of absentee voting with keeping Ohio generally free of long lines at the polls on Election Day in 2008.

Most summit participants and interviewees who discussed early absentee voting also felt that the last few elections raised serious questions about some aspects of current absentee voting practices in Ohio. Both advocates and election officials argued that further changes to Ohio’s laws and practices in this area were necessary. In particular, interviewees raised the following concerns:

- for in-person absentee voting, long lines in 2008, particularly in large counties like Franklin and Cuyahoga;
- for mail-in absentee voting, the relatively high number of ballots and votes not counted;
- for all absentee voting, the long lead time (35 days) prior to the Election Day;
- for all absentee voting, the security and the integrity of elections.

Reform Proposals: Summit participants and interviewees offered a number of proposals to reform both early in-person and mail-in absentee voting. We detail the proposals with the broadest support below. The full range of suggestions relating to early absentee voting can be found at pages 50-61 of this report.

1. Expand in-person absentee voting and adjust the early voting time period

There was general, though by no means universal, support for expanding the number of in-person absentee voting sites, at least in those counties where there were long lines in 2008 during the early voting period. At the same time, for cost and philosophical reasons, most also supported (or at least were not necessarily opposed to) shortening the early voting period, which is presently 35 days.

a. Expand the number of in-person early voting locations

Many interviewees suggested a change in Ohio law to allow for multiple in-person early voting locations, depending upon each county’s number of registered voters. A wide range of election officials, advocacy groups and academics supported this idea. While few objected to this expansion per se, a number of interviewees mentioned potential problems that could arise. Most prominently, these interviewees raised three questions: What will be the procedure for determining which counties set up additional early voting sites? How will counties or the state determine where those sites will be located? How will counties pay for additional locations, which can be very expensive to run? There was no agreement on how to answer these questions, though interviewees offered a number of suggestions, ranging from developing mathematical formulas for the placement of sites to requiring a super-
majority of each county board to determine whether and how many sites should be added. The full range of suggestions is discussed in greater detail on page 52 of this report.

As for addressing the cost of in-person early voting, there were a number of suggestions (see page 53 of this report), but many summit participants and interviewees embraced the idea of shortening the early voting period.

b. **Shorten the voting period for in-person absentee voting**

Several election officials and academics expressed the view that the current period for in-person absentee voting was probably too long. Election officials noted that staffing a polling place for 35 days was very costly, while some academics questioned the rationale for allowing voters to cast votes so early. (Did these voters have time to inform themselves fully about all of the contests and issues? Would they have “buyer’s remorse” weeks later, when the candidates and initiatives received greater scrutiny?) Some election officials hoped for a day or two before Election Day to shut down early voting and gear up for Election Day itself. Some advocates and academics opposed this, citing high usage of early vote centers on these days in 2008.

A number of interviewees also acknowledged objections to what is sometimes referred to as the “Golden Week,” the first seven days of absentee voting before a general election when the 35-day in-person absentee voting period overlaps the period before the voter registration deadline, and during which voters may register and vote on the same day. Some have expressed concerns that this could lead to voter fraud, because county boards cannot use the same verification methods employed for other new registrants to check registration information before allowing newly registered Golden Week voters to vote. Many advocates pointed out that there was little evidence of fraud during the 2008 Golden Week. These advocates believed the overlap between voter registration and the absentee voting period resulted in increased voter participation and hoped that the state would continue the practice, examining data from this period (including allegations of voter fraud and the effect on voter turnout) before considering whether to end the practice.

These different views of the overlap period are at the crux of the dispute over the optimal length of the early voting period. While many advocates stated they were not opposed to shortening the early voting period, they would only support such a reduction if the state adopted an early voting program that allowed voters to register during that period, as is done in North Carolina. Some county election officials we interviewed were opposed to this idea.12

2. **Refine early mail-in voting procedures**

Suggestions for refining Ohio’s early mail-in voting procedures fell into four main categories: make it easier to correct and count absentee ballots with technical defects, take steps to reduce the number of residual votes, explore further expansion of mail-in voting, and develop best practices for vote by mail security.
a. Make it easier to correct and count absentee ballots with technical deficiencies

There was widespread agreement that despite important efforts from the Secretary to provide guidance, it was too difficult in 2008 to correct and count absentee ballots with technical defects. Several election officials believed that a 2008 directive imposed restrictions that made it more difficult to process ballots that they previously would have corrected and counted, by forcing voters to come into board headquarters to make corrections. The Secretary of State’s office viewed that directive as reflecting the current Ohio law which forbade the counting of ballots with these technical deficiencies and required voters to come into the board of elections to correct their mistakes. At the same time, a representative from the Secretary’s office indicated a desire to see the law changed.13

Some election officials believe that they should have more discretion to find ways to count ballots with technical defects. Most advocates and academics we interviewed agreed, but they added that they were in favor of clear and uniform statewide standards for accepting or rejecting ballots, to ensure equal protection to all voters. Regardless, all parties we interviewed agreed that the best policy was one “which recognizes that voters will make inadvertent errors and omissions,” and that there should be “a routine method, to the extent possible, to contact voters to attempt to correct the deficiency as quickly as possible, thereby improving the odds that the ballots will count.”14 Of course, it should not be necessary to contact voters if the vote can be counted absent correction of the technical defect.

Summit participants agreed that the Secretary of State should work with election officials and advocates to develop these policies, and (where necessary) to request changes to the Ohio Revised Code to allow the use of such policies.

b. Take steps to reduce residual vote rates on mail-in ballots

As greater numbers of Ohio residents vote by mail, some advocates and election officials expressed concerns that voter errors will increase. Professor David Kimball has noted that in 2008, counties with higher rates of absentee voting also had higher rates of overvotes.15 We discuss this potential problem, as well as relevant research on the subject in page 58 of this report.

There was widespread support for working with usability and design experts to determine whether a redesign or rewording of ballots, ballot instructions, and other materials sent to voters would reduce voter error rates, taking into account that voters who vote by mail will not have the advantage of using machines that will notify them of certain errors. There was also support among academics and advocates for the state to adopt a practice of manually reviewing absentee ballots before they are run through scanners, to separate out ballots that might not be read by machines, and to remake these ballots for voter intent when there is bipartisan agreement.16 This is done in Oregon. (Regarding remake practices in general, some election officials and advocates felt that greater direction from the state is needed to create consistent statewide standards.)

A more detailed discussion of steps that the state could take to reduce residual vote rates on mail in ballots can be found on page 58.
c. **Explore expansion of mail-in voting through pilots in special elections**

Interviewees offered many ideas for expanding mail-in voting — from allowing voters to apply for “permanent” mail-in voting status, to paying for the postage for all absentee ballots. Those concerned about the potential for greater voter error, as well as potential equity issues raised objections about rushing to adopt any of these proposals. A full discussion of this debate can be found on page 59.

Nevertheless, there seemed to be widespread support for holding one or two special elections only by mail in a specific location, to study the concerns raised by those worried about the negative effects of expanding mail-in voting. These pilots could study a number of issues, such as the cost, impact on voter turnout, and effectiveness of the United Postal Service in delivering ballots to rural and densely urban areas.

d. **Develop best practices for vote by mail security**

Most election officials and advocates we interviewed supported the suggestion that the Secretary of State develop “best security practices” for absentee ballots, which could then be adapted to particular counties and their systems.

**Future Study:** There is a great need for additional data to support informed policy decisions about early voting. We detail the types of studies that would be useful in page 60 of this report. For such research to be effective, it is critical that the state consider **requiring reporting of data for vote by mail and in-person early voting separately**, even though these ballots are both deemed “absentee.” Separate data collection would allow careful monitoring of whether different balloting methods, styles and the like to determine their effects on the franchise, and whether these methods operate differently in different parts of Ohio and for different segments of the population. Because this data is not currently available for the 2008 election, much of the discussion of the potential impact of changes to early voting laws is driven by speculation, or is based on the experiences of other states where such data is kept.

D. **Poll Worker Recruitment and Training**

**The Issue:** Ohio has been ahead of the curve in recognizing the importance of poll workers’ job and training, in part because of the extraordinary challenges Ohio poll workers have faced in recent elections. Voting technology has changed, and so has the law — multiple times — so that even veteran poll workers recently have had to learn election procedures and standards from the ground up. As one election official remarked, in the past four years poll workers have not had the same training twice. Moreover, many aspects of voting in Ohio have grown more complex — including the provisional balloting process and the introduction of voter ID laws. Secretary Brunner responded by making available online poll worker training. A number of county election boards have experimented with innovative methods of recruiting poll workers and developing new training initiatives, including the use of that online training and creating hands on training to focus on perceived problem areas, such as provisional ballots. There was strong support among summit participants for increased resources to support these efforts and to improve poll worker
compensation, and research and funding to identify and support effective training programs. At the same time, participants noted that there were a number of potential reforms that would cost nothing.

**Reform Proposals:** One basic — no cost — change received virtually unanimous support from summit participants, who believed it would address problems in both poll worker recruitment and training: *simplify the rules on provisional balloting and voter identification.*

Election officials and advocates repeatedly expressed the view that complex and changing election rules and practices put too much pressure on poll workers and made it extremely difficult to produce competent poll workers with the current training commitments. Moreover, officials believe that poll workers’ frustration with constantly changing and increasingly complicated election procedures led to problems with recruitment and retention. Streamlining procedures for administering provisional ballots and voter identification was by far the most frequently mentioned reform to improve both poll worker recruitment and performance. In particular, officials and advocates agreed that the provisional ballot forms need to be redesigned, to make them less wordy and easier for voters — and poll workers — to follow.

In addition, the following proposals garnered broad support:

1. **Recruitment**

   a. **Increase recruitment from schools**

   Many officials spoke of the success they have had integrating high school seniors into the poll worker ranks. There was strong support for increased recruitment from both high schools and colleges to build this new source of poll workers. A call to close schools to make it easier to recruit both students and teachers was met with enthusiastic support. It was pointed out that the most successful college recruitment program involved professors who built election administration into lesson plans and school administrators who gave students the day off to work at the polls. The EAC provides a guide to college recruitment, available at [http://www.eac.gov/files/BPPollWorker/College_Guidebook.pdf](http://www.eac.gov/files/BPPollWorker/College_Guidebook.pdf).

   b. **Recruit through direct mail**

   A number of counties reported good results using direct mailings to voters as a way to recruit new poll workers. Butler County sent recruitment post cards to voters in areas identified as at risk for poll worker shortages due to the aging poll worker pool there, producing a large group of back-up poll workers. Franklin County enclosed an application to serve as a poll worker in its mandatory notice mailing to voters. The result was the first ever surplus of poll workers. In Clermont County, officials combined a cable advertising campaign with flyers mailed to all residents with their water bills, producing about 200 potential poll workers in a week and a half. At least one official, however, expressed the view that poll workers obtained through broad direct mail campaigns may not stay as long as workers who know more about election administration before getting into it. One possible solution, if there is such a retention problem, would be to target frequent voters, as people...
who already have some commitment to the election process and know more what they will be getting into by becoming poll workers. In Summit County, officials sent recruitment post cards to 1,000 Democrats and 1,000 Republicans who they identified as frequent voters and netted about 150 new workers.

c. Improve poll worker compensation and recognition

Many interviewees agreed that poll workers should be better compensated. Officials pointed out that despite the ever increasing demands made on them, poll workers have received only a small increase in compensation to a pay scale that one county official characterized as “dismal.” Officials and advocates agree that increasing poll worker pay and finding other ways to recognize poll workers’ service would make it easier to recruit and retain high-quality poll workers. Summit participants pointed out that many, if not most, poll workers serve primarily out of a sense of civic duty. Thus, in these tight economic times, there may be ways to boost poll workers’ rewards, other than by increasing pay rates. For instance, counties might consider certificates, awards, published honor rolls or other ways to show appreciation for poll workers’ service.

2. Training

a. Collect data on successful training programs and techniques

County officials appreciated the Secretary’s online training materials. A study of two counties’ incorporation of the new online materials into their poll workers’ training showed that voters were more satisfied with their experience at polling places staffed by workers who had taken the additional training. It was pointed out, however, that more research was needed to determine whether that beneficial effect was attributable specifically to the online training, or simply to additional training. Similarly, officials believed that the addition of some new hands on and roll playing training segments improved poll worker performance, but studies are needed to confirm these benefits and to determine the relative importance of training in different settings — individual online, interactive hands on, and traditional lecture format.

b. Develop on-the-job informational aids for poll workers

County election officials praised the flip charts created by the Secretary’s office for use at the polls. Other possible aids include palm-sized reference cards and easy-to-read posters with answers to common questions about state voting guidelines. Along these lines, one academic pointed out that there is a well-developed literature in the medical world about the utility of check lists as aids for preventing errors. Those studies indirectly support summit participants’ belief that these types of aids were effective supports for reducing errors in the election context. The importance of clear, simplified instructional tools further highlighted the need for overall simplification in the administration of provisional ballots. Unlike the flip charts, summit participants felt the flow chart provided by the Secretary on administering provisional voting was not helpful, because it was so complex that it was too hard to follow. But participants agreed that the problem was not so much with the chart as with the rules and procedures themselves, which had become so tangled and confused that it was not possible to render them in straightforward, instructional terms.
E.  **Post-Election Audits**

In 2008, Secretary Brunner published two directives that led to the first post-election audits of paper records in Ohio. Secretary Brunner has received substantial praise from advocacy groups and some election officials for advancing the use of post-election audits in Ohio. In fact, it appears that at least two previously unknown problems with Ohio voting equipment were discovered as a result of these audits. For the most part, however, the audits showed that Ohio’s machines were working remarkably well, accurately recording and tallying the intent of voters.

Several election officials and advocates we interviewed would support legislation requiring post-election audits after major elections. One suggestion was a law that laid out broad principles (such as a requirement to compare a certain percentage of paper records to electronic tallies), and gave the Secretary of State with room to develop the details of the audit through directive. Some interviewees thought that at least some details in the law (types of ballots to be audited, which contests to audit, percentage of ballots to audit; reporting requirements) would be helpful, both in allowing county boards to develop regular procedures ahead of each election and to ensure that each audit met minimum standards of effectiveness.

There was widespread agreement that the more information election officials and the public had about the audit ahead of an election, the more likely the audit would be effective and efficient, and serve the goals of increasing transparency and public confidence in election results. Most Summit participants we spoke to also agreed that it would be helpful to get a report from the Secretary of State’s office detailing the information they received from counties about the post-election audits conducted in 2008, as well as what lessons were learned from those audits.

Discussion of various proposals for a post-election audit law can be found on page 73 of this report.

F.  **Additional Ideas**

Election officials, voting rights groups and academics also gave high priority to other issues that did not neatly fall into any of the five areas detailed above. Below we note two suggestions that appeared to have support across these groups.

1.  **For the purpose of reducing voter errors, amend laws related to design and language requirements for ballots, registration forms, and provisional and absentee ballot envelopes and applications**

The Brennan Center has previously concluded that Ohio’s laws related to ballot design are among the worst in the country, directly conflicting with best practices, and impeding the ability of election officials to ensure that ballots are easily understood by the largest number of voters. After reviewing of Ohio’s laws related to design requirements for ballots, registrations forms, and provisional and absentee ballot envelopes and applications, we conclude they are similarly flawed. Tens of thousands of registrations forms, absentee
ballots and provisional ballots were rejected last year, often for technical defects that might have been avoided if forms used plain language and more usable designs.\textsuperscript{19} As a general rule, we recommend using simple, non-legalistic language and reducing the number of fields that voters must complete to the bare minimum. We also recommend eliminating as many rules as possible that affect design and giving the Secretary of State board discretion to recommend designs and language that will make forms and ballots as usable as possible. Unfortunately, in many cases, making these changes will require amending state law. Participants we interviewed strongly recommended that the Secretary and legislature work with design and usability experts, like those at Design for Democracy and the Usability Professional Association, as well as voting system vendors, to develop new requirements.

2. Review the back-up paper ballot policy

In 2008, in compliance with Secretary Brunner’s directive, counties that use DRE machines provided every polling place with a supply of paper ballots equal to 25\% of turnout in the 2004 general election.\textsuperscript{20} In addition, machine counties were required to use a two-line system to separate paper-ballot voters from those voting by machine.\textsuperscript{21} These directives only applied to the 2008 election. Summit participants we interviewed recommended that the Secretary conduct a thorough evaluation of the policy, consulting with election officials, advocates and academics, for the purpose of determining whether, and in what form, she should institute such a policy in the future.

While several advocates, academics and election officials believed that the two-line system reduced waiting times at polling places and liked the fact that it gave voters an extra option, others questioned the utility of offering voters a choice between paper ballots and DREs, when DREs were working and there were no long lines. Specifically, some county election officials criticized the 2008 paper ballot directives in terms of cost, administrative efficiency, and election accuracy. One county election official questioned how counties could afford to support two separate voting systems at every election.\textsuperscript{22} He reported that his county spent approximately $24,000 to provide and administer ballots. Under the required formula, they printed 14,700 ballots. Only 704 were used. While ballot printing would be reimbursed, other costs associated with paper ballot administration, e.g., poll worker time, would not.

On a related note (as discussed in this report on page 70) because counties that use DREs do not have precinct scanners to notify voters of errors at their polling places, some academics and advocates have expressed concern that having large number of voters choose to vote on paper without precinct based optical scans will lead to problems: higher error rates and — in cases where contests are close and recounts necessary — more disputes about voter intent on ballots that machines can’t read.\textsuperscript{23}

At least one federal court has held that DRE counties must have back-up paper ballots in case of machine failures, which can cause long lines.\textsuperscript{24} One possible compromise in Ohio might be to continue to supply counties with supplemental paper ballots, but to only require their use in the event of long lines and/or machine failure. This appears to be the policy in Illinois and Indiana.\textsuperscript{25} Such a policy might save most precincts the cost of administering two lines: for the most part, DREs do not fail on Election Day, and because most precincts will not have long lines, it would generally not be necessary to administer and staff a second line. This compromise would also address the concern of many advocates that encouraging voters
to use a system without error notification will lead to higher error rates and more disputes over voter intent.

In fact, this compromise is consistent with what the Secretary of State’s office has told the Brennan Center is the primary purpose of last year’s back-up paper ballot policy: to serve as a safety valve when machines break-down or long lines might otherwise prevent people from voting.26

Unlike the need to amend state laws related to design of election materials, there is little agreement among election officials and voting rights advocates on the best policy for back-up paper ballots. However, most Summit participants we spoke to agreed it made sense for the Secretary to consult with election officials and advocates as she considered what policy the state should employ for back-up paper ballots next year.

A full discussion of recommendations relating to the state’s back-up paper ballot policy and polling place resources generally can be found at page 69.
II. Statewide Voter Registration System

A. Background

The Help America Vote Act of 2002 ("HAVA") requires the Ohio Secretary of State’s Office to maintain a uniform, interactive statewide voter registration system to serve as the official central source of voter registration information. Ohio constructed its Statewide Database from the bottom up, working to link together its existing county databases. When a new Ohio voter fills out a registration form, local officials input the data into the system maintained by the county election board where the voter resides. The record is then uploaded to the Statewide Database maintained by the Secretary of State’s Office. Counties use the Statewide Database to help eliminate cross-county duplicate voter registration records and to verify previous registration status of provisional voters necessary to validate their ballots.

There are several procedures by which the Statewide Database should be maintained and updated. The Secretary of State’s Office attempts to locate duplicate registration entries, and give local officials notice of duplicates. The Secretary of State’s Office also attempts to match the information in each registration record with information from the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles ("BMV") and the U.S. Social Security Administration. The Secretary of State’s Office notes within an individual voter’s record whether the data has been confirmed or mismatched. County election officials update their local voter databases regularly, both by flagging records of individuals who are no longer eligible to vote, and by adding new registrants. For example, local county boards of elections identify voters who become ineligible: upon notification of death by the Department of Vital Statistics or a family member of the deceased, determination of incompetence by a county Probate Court Judge, incarceration pursuant to a felony conviction, notice by a voter requesting removal from the rolls, or after a voter has failed to respond to a “postage prepaid, pre-addressed return card sent by forwardable mail” and has not voted in two consecutive federal general elections following the date of the notice. Changes made through local list maintenance are also automatically reflected in the Statewide Database. Updates from the county databases are uploaded to the Statewide Database at least once a week.

There appears to be agreement among election officials, advocates, and academics that adequate design and maintenance of the Statewide Database is one of the most important issues to be addressed in Ohio in the coming months. A functioning database is critical to elections: under Ohio law, citizens’ ability to vote and have their votes counted depends on whether their current names and addresses are properly included on an updated list of eligible voters. The accuracy of that list, in turn, requires that ineligible individuals are the only names removed through purging. Election officials report that maintaining databases is one of their most costly and labor intensive tasks.

There was also agreement among interviewees that the statewide voter registration system needs repair. There was less agreement, however, on the type and degree of problems, as well as the most effective potential solutions. Nevertheless, academics, advocates, and county election officials identified at least three general areas where they would like to see improvement:
- procedures and technology to better ensure accuracy and integrity of voter information and consistency across county and state systems;
- a more transparent Statewide Database that will permit user-friendly searches, queries, exports and report-writing and
- procedures to better ensure security and privacy of voter data and privacy on the Statewide Database.

Some advocates and election officials also identified procedures they would like to see adopted to guide ‘big picture’ reforms. Included among the suggestions offered and supported by interviewees were these:

- Designation of a public study group, convened by the Secretary of State, to review current practices and make recommendations to the General Assembly on possible legislative improvements to the statewide voter registration system and voter registration data entry and management practices, including but not limited to the eventual adoption of Statewide Automatic Registration and/or Election Day Registration.
- Convening of an independent technical study, similar to the EVEREST voting system top-to-bottom review, to determine the Statewide Database's security, accuracy, reliability, and compliance with federal and state voting rights laws.

B. Issues to Address

1. Accurate, consistent voter registration information

Voting rights advocates and election officials stress the importance of accurate and consistent information in the county and state systems. All agreed that there was more than one cause for inaccurate, incomplete, or inconsistent information in the Statewide Database: the most common reason stems from the fact that the Statewide Database was built with different software than the county databases; the fact that a number of different vendors manufactured the county databases complicates matters further. Professors Candice Hoke and David Jefferson note in their forthcoming book that the tasks of building, maintaining and updating a statewide database are “exceedingly error prone for states with more than a handful of counties . . . [a] large number of small but vital incompatibilities inevitably appear when data from separate sources have to be unified.”

Several county election officials complained about the inefficiency and possible disenfranchisement caused by the current process for dealing with potential “duplicate” voters. These officials estimated that they received tens of thousands of duplication notices, identifying potential duplicate entries, every year. Because the type of information maintained is often inconsistent from one database to the next, it is sometimes difficult to judge whether a voter record flagged as a potential duplicate should be cancelled, merged, or kept. The number of potential duplicates swells in the months before major elections (a particularly busy time in county election offices), as the number of voters registering tends to increase dramatically. Frequently, a new registrant with a relatively common name (for instance, “Joe Smith”) or other common information (for instance, duplicates of the last four digits of the Social Security number) can trigger duplication notices to several counties.
Each county is then left to investigate and address duplicates on its own. Advocates noted that removals under these circumstances without appropriate protections might raise concerns under the National Voter Registration Act and HAVA. 41

Advocates were especially concerned about reports from voters who had attempted to confirm their registrations on the Secretary of State’s online database query website (the “State Database Query”), and found that their names were not listed.42 This may have translated to problems at the polls as well. Election Protection, the nation’s largest non-partisan voter protection coalition, reported that 26% of the nearly 8,000 voter calls they received from Ohio voters on and before Election Day were related to voter registration. “Many of the problems at the polling place were . . . problems with the voter registration system,” Election Protection wrote. “In 2008, long time Ohio voters who have voted at the same precinct for many years showed up at their polling place to find out that their names have disappeared from the rolls . . . some voters were listed on the statewide voter registration database but not on the precinct list, some were listed on the statewide registration database but not the county’s database and some voters showed up on the county’s list, but not the statewide lists.”43 County election officials and advocates offered at least three possible explanations for most of the reported discrepancies between the voter’s Election Day experience and actual election records:

1. occasional a lag time between when a county enters a new registrant into its database and the point at which that information is uploaded to the Statewide Database and is searchable using the Secretary of State’s Office website;
2. data entry errors or inconsistencies and consequent poll worker inability to find the voter’s name in the voter register (for example, reversed numerals in a voter’s social security number, or an incorrectly entered name, as has been documented);45 and
3. in some cases, some kind of data format issue where information is entered correctly but still causes conflicts (for instance, for women who are registered and appear in the poll book under their maiden name, but present themselves at the polls with voter identification bearing their married name).46

Another problem with maintaining accurate registration lists is that many registration forms have to be rejected because they contain incomplete or inaccurate information. In 2008 in Cuyahoga County, for instance, 16,000 registrations, or about 6% of all registration forms, were found to be defective or “fatal pending.”47 Of these, about half were due to problems with the addresses supplied. One advocate says that many of these errors are probably caused by voters or data entry clerks reversing digits in the house or street number, but might sometimes be caused by flaws in the county systems used to verify the legitimacy of street addresses.48 Unfortunately, because new registrants frequently do not provide a phone number (it is listed as “optional” on registration forms), the county board of elections has no way of notifying these voters of problems, or of supplying an opportunity to correct or verify the information.

Some voting rights groups suggested that there might be additional, more troubling reasons that voters’ names could not be found on the voter rolls.49 These potential reasons include voters who may have been improperly purged or voters whose information was never entered (or belatedly entered) into the county registration systems, as shown in a 2004 study of about 9,600 registrations.50 For instance, the Greater Cleveland Voter Coalition estimates
that in Cuyahoga County in 2004 alone, over 900 provisional ballots were apparently rejected for one of these reasons; the Coalition notes that it made similar preliminary findings in 2008, and is currently working with the Cuyahoga Board of Elections to confirm these findings.51

One advocate pointed to the nearly 40,000 provisional ballots cast in November 2008 that were later rejected as possible evidence that voters who should have been listed in the database were either not listed, or were listed with incorrect information.52 He recommended greater quality control in the county and statewide databases, including greater proactive outreach to solicit and incorporate changes in registrants’ information before Election Day.

Interviewees offered several proposals to ensure greater accuracy and consistency in voter registration information.

**Redesign of Ohio driver’s license.** Advocates note that the present design of Ohio’s driver’s license makes it very easy for voters or registrars to list the wrong number on registration forms. Currently, the license has a number directly above the picture which is NOT the driver’s license number.53 If voters or registrars record this number as the license number, it will at worst preclude the voter from being properly registered or at best contribute to inaccuracy in the registration database. Redesigning the license to make the license number the sole number on the face of the license (or in a more prominent size and location, if the other number is needed on the license face) would contribute to the accuracy of the database and protection of voting rights. At the very least, advocates say, there needs to be much better public education about this problem.54

**Redesign of voter registration forms.** As already discussed above, about 6% of all registrations received by the Cuyahoga County Board of Elections in 2008 were rejected because of incomplete or inaccurate information. At least 1/3 of these forms were rejected because voters failed to fill-in information required under state law. Advocates and academics urged the Secretary of State to work with usability and design experts to redesign registration forms with the goal of minimizing voter error.55

**Encourage collection of additional contact information.** When there is an error on a registration form or in county registration records, county boards of elections currently have few practical means to reach the voter — particularly if the error is in the address field. Advocates suggest adding the notation “encouraged” to the existing “optional” notation in a color-highlighted box for a phone number on the registration form, or dropping the “optional” notation entirely. For the same reasons, the registration form might also attempt to collect a voter’s email address.

**Minimize “no matches” at state level by flagging and addressing problems before attempting to match.** In 2008, the information in many registration entries, in Ohio and across the country, could not be matched with records in motor vehicle or Social Security databases: though there is substantial dispute that these “failed matches” indicate eligibility concerns rather than problems with the matching protocol, the issue nevertheless generated substantial controversy. A number of advocates suggested using the Statewide Database to flag potential typos, and to prepare data for matching, so as to decrease the matching error.
These advocates noted that there are protocols that can be used to standardize and double-check data (such as all caps, no punctuation, checksums on driver’s license numbers, validation rules for dates of birth) before attempting to match registration records with Social Security or BMV databases, thus minimizing matching errors. The state could implement a post-failed-match human review of all initial failed matches to look for typos and other errors that could have caused the mismatch, before notifying anyone of the failed match.

**Establish a data entry protocol for local officials, to flag and address problems before attempting to match records.** Advocates further endorsed the creation of a data entry protocol for local officials to reduce errors, for instance, requiring teams of workers to conduct data entry, so that work is reviewed by one other person before it is finalized. Advocates also endorsed the suggestion that original forms be digitized, with the image appended to a record in the database, to facilitate double-checking down the road. This procedure has already been implemented in several counties.

**Use the U.S. Postal Service and other sources to provide voters with opportunities to update voter information.** Some election officials and many advocates supported the creation of a rule that would require regular updates of the county and Statewide Databases by notifying voters of the opportunity to update their voter information when they have changed their addresses with the postal service through the National Change of Address (“NCOA”) program, or have updated their addresses with the BMV (for citizens at least 18 years old) — and for providing such voters with the appropriate form. Some election officials further supported notifying voters of the need to update their registration information when the voter’s date of birth, drivers license number, and/or social security number were missing or were known to be inaccurate or incomplete — and for providing the appropriate form to do so. At least one advocacy group questioned whether this final recommended notification was a good idea, particularly if it could lead voters to believe that they might be purged if they did not update their information; other groups said it would be easier and less expensive to simply allow the boards of elections to phone these voters and correct the information in-house. Advocates agreed that if such notices are required, there should be guidelines to ensure that they are written simply, in a tone that will not lead voters to believe they have been removed from the rolls. Norman Robbins suggested going one step further, and to follow the practice in New York State, where a voter’s registration address will be changed automatically if the NCOA or a public assistance agency reports a change of address; the voter is sent, at the new address, a postage paid returnable confirmation notice, to ensure the change of address for registration purposes is correct.

**Change the policy for updating registration addresses at BMV to comply with federal law.** One factor making it difficult for the state and counties to maintain an up-to-date registration list is the fact that large numbers of voters move frequently, but do not think about canceling old voter registrations and re-registering in a new location. The result is that lists can become outdated, resulting in problems at the polls on Election Day.
In addition to working with the U.S. Postal Service, a partial solution to this problem is to ensure that anyone who changes the address for his drivers license has his voter registration address changed as well, unless he specifically opts-out. In fact, this is specifically required under the National Voting Rights Act:

“[a]ny change of address form submitted in accordance with State law for purposes of a State motor vehicle driver’s license shall serve as notification of change of address for voter registration with respect to elections for Federal office for the registrant involved unless the registrant states on the form that the change of address is not for voter registration purposes.”

Ohio appears to violate this federal mandate, and in the process makes it more difficult for counties to keep up-to-date voter registration lists. Specifically, rather than requiring the voter to specifically state, on his change of address form, that the change of address is not for voter registration purposes, BMV instead appears only to require that employees “make available” to voters separate change of address registration forms. If a BMV employee does not specifically offer such a form, or a voter says he does not want fill out an extra form, his address will not be changed for voter registration purposes. This appears to be consistent with Ohio law – which only requires that BMV provide an applicant with the “opportunity to . . . update [her] registration” — but not with the federally mandated procedure imposed by the NVRA. By putting an extra burden on the voter to fill out an extra form, in apparent contradiction to federal requirements, this policy makes it far less likely that voters who have changed their permanent addresses will also change their registration forms.

Moreover, it is not clear that the official BMV policy is even followed in many BMV offices. Summit participants who have changed their driver’s license addresses report that BMV employees failed to ask them whether they wanted the extra change of registration address form. That is not particularly surprising; BMV employees probably do not view keeping voter rolls up-to-date as one of their primary responsibilities. This is yet another reason that the federal mandate is preferable to Ohio’s current policy: it does not rely on BMV employees to take extra steps ensure that voters update their registration information.

In an interview with the Brennan Center, the Office of Legal Services for the Ohio Department of Public Safety (which oversees the BMV) acknowledged the NVRA requirement and has informed us that the BMV will be working with the Secretary of State’s office to ensure that, in the future, when a voter fills out a change of address form for her driver’s license, it will also serve to change her address for voter registration purposes, unless the voter has specifically indicated on the form that it should not.

Use information from other databases to improve county and statewide voter records.

At least one election official suggested that when it is certain that a record in the Statewide Database matches a record maintained by the BMV — based on fields such as first and last name, date of birth, and social security or driver’s license digits — the Ohio Secretary of State’s Office should fill in any missing information on the voter’s record from information in the BMV systems, to update both the state and county voter databases. While advocacy groups we interviewed did not necessarily oppose this recommendation, there were concerns that such a process could easily create more inaccuracies in the Statewide Database unless proper controls were put in place. In particular, they insisted that such a process should be
not be automated without oversight, and several groups suggested a better practice might be to contact voters to confirm that additional information was correct before updating.74

**Greater quality control at state level.** At least one advocate suggested that the Secretary of State’s Office (and/or County Boards) could check for inadvertent purges (which Cleveland Votes documented as having occurred in 2004)75 by creating a list of voters deleted from the database in a six month period and comparing that list against a separate list of “intentional deletions” (e.g., for death, moving out of state, felony incarceration, etc.) created by the counties during the same six month period. The purpose would be to ensure that there were no voters who had been unintentionally deleted without a legal reason. The advocate argued that these procedures could be temporary, if several cross-checks showed virtually no inadvertent purges. Alternatively, at the very least, the Secretary of State’s office could post a list of all voters deleted from the state database on her website, increasing transparency and allowing voters to search to make sure their names were not taken off the rolls erroneously.76

**Greater quality control at local level.** Some advocates suggested that the Secretary of State’s office and county election officials conduct periodic quality control checks or audits to ensure that registration cards were “fully accounted for” on the Statewide Database, and that there were no inadvertent deletions or other errors.77 Along these lines, other advocates suggested that county boards be required to supply registration groups with periodic reports on the outcomes of registration forms those groups submitted,78 so that errors or deletions could be corrected before a major election.79 Some county election officials objected to these steps as creating unnecessary work.80

**Release of provisional ballot information.** Advocates also requested the public release of the names, addresses, and birthdates of those who cast provisional ballots that were rejected,81 so that independent groups could check for database or registration entry errors, to ensure that no provisional ballots were incorrectly required or rejected.82 Other officials, and some advocates, however, interpret HAVA to preclude public access to this information.83 The Secretary of State has issued an advisory that states that only the name and precinct of provisional voters should be released to the public.84 (This and other issues relating to provisional ballots are more thoroughly discussed in the Provisional Ballots & Voter Identification section below at pages 34-49).

**More state responsibility for list maintenance.** As discussed below, some election officials and advocacy groups have argued in favor of the creation of a public study group, convened by the Secretary of State, to review current practices and make recommendations to the General Assembly on possible legislative improvements to the statewide voter registration system and on voter registration data entry and management practices. At least some election officials and advocacy groups hoped that this would eventually lead to the state taking over the practice of addressing potential duplicate registrations or data entry altogether, or review of deletions.85

**Voter registration modernization.** Several interviewees argued in favor of modernizing the registration system to the point where the state ensures that all eligible, unregistered voters are in the database, and that voters’ address information is updated when they move.86 The basic outlines of this proposal, supported nationally by organizations like the
Brennan Center for Justice and the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights would be as follows: (1) adoption of automatic registration from other state lists, (2) improvement of the state’s portable registration system, and (3) adoption of fail-safe methods of correcting the list. Many voting rights groups and some election officials believe this could: eliminate the cost, burden, and planning difficulties for election officials caused by the need to process paper-based voter registration applications, often in a deluge of last-minute submissions; eliminate or reduce the role of third-party groups in the registration process; ensure a more complete and accurate voter registration list, containing far more eligible voters, more accurate address information, and far fewer duplicates and ineligible voters; increasing voter participation; reduce the opportunity for fraud; and freeing up resources for other critical election administration tasks. Nevertheless, at least one county election official expressed skepticism about adopting such a system, fearing, among other things, that it would create very large rolls of voters who never intended to vote.87 Some advocacy groups that may support Voter Registration Modernization as a general matter are not convinced that legitimate third party registration efforts would, or should, be eliminated in an automatic regime. Instead, they believe that more study is needed to determine whether the elimination of third party registration could have negative effects, for example, reducing turnout among new voters.88

2. Creating a more transparent statewide database

Several county election officials complained that the Statewide Database was not user-friendly, and did not allow them to conduct the user-defined searches and queries that would allow them to easily identify voter records that needed to be updated.89 For the most part, academics and advocates that we interviewed agreed that the Statewide Database should be more accessible to searches and queries by local election officials and public users. They argued that “the more user-friendly a database is, the more it can be trusted,”90 and, in particular, the easier it would be to conduct audits and other quality controls to ensure that information in the Statewide Database was accurate.91

Many county election officials also wanted the Secretary of State to create a system for notifying boards of elections when information in the Statewide Database did not match records maintained by the Bureau of Motor Vehicles (the “BMV”), and providing the capacity to easily generate a list of such records, so that they could attempt to contact the voters to update and/or complete the voters’ records.92

Interviewees made the following suggestions for creating a more transparent Statewide Database:

Create a more user-friendly database for election officials. Several election officials and advocacy groups hoped that the Secretary would ensure that a new version of the Statewide Database would have all of the characteristics of a modern enterprise database, including the capacity to handle user-defined searches, queries, “soft searches,” exports, and reports, and that both the Secretary’s office and county boards would have the ability to use these functions.93 At least one advocate has suggested that this should be done with the assistance of outside technical consultants who have top security and programming qualifications.94

Create a more user-friendly database for voters. Advocates complained that the current website that voters use to check their registration95 is both hard to find and difficult to use;
they further note that it cannot be used at all to notify the state or boards of elections of mistakes. These advocates note that the easier the system is for voters to use, check information and notify officials of the need to correct mistakes, the less likely that the system will contain errors. For a more detailed discussion of what the state and local boards of elections can do to create a more user-friendly database for voters, see Pew Center on the States’ Being Online is Not Enough, annexed to this report as Appendix 4.

Provide counties with “no match” information. County election officials we spoke to were unanimous in their view that “no match” information alone should not be used to keep citizens from voting. In fact, at least one federal court has determined that such an attempt would violate federal law. Nevertheless, several county election officials wanted the Secretary of State to create a system of notifying boards of elections when information in the Statewide Database did not match records maintained by the BMV, so that they could attempt to contact the voter to update and/or complete the voter’s records. Some advocacy groups and election officials opposed these regular notifications. In particular, at least one election official believed they already had enough information, and believed the Social Security and BMV databases to be so riddled with mistakes and omissions that a list of “no matches” would only provide them with extra work. In fact, a Social Security Administration report for year-to-date 2008 at the end of September 2008 showed a 31% failed match rate. While academics and advocates we spoke to generally support the idea of the Secretary of State sharing data on “no matches,” some expressed concern that sharing of this information could lead to improper purges.

3. Ensuring security and privacy of Statewide Database

A number of election officials and advocates expressed concerns about ensuring the security and privacy of information on the Statewide Database. In particular, interviewees expressed concern that without adequate security, a wrongdoer could wreak havoc on an election, purging names from the rolls or changing information, and disenfranchising tens of thousands of voters. Interviewees also expressed concern that, in the wrong hands, personal information on the database could lead to identity theft and other privacy abuses. These concerns have been covered at length nationally in reports by organizations like the Association for Computing Machinery.

Advocates and county election officials had little knowledge of the security practices currently in place at the Secretary of State’s office. They offered a number of suggestions for promoting security and privacy of Statewide Database information, and urged the public adoption of these steps so that privacy and security advocates and members of the public could be reassured about the integrity of this information:

Promulgate a rule limiting access to voter databases. Some election officials and advocates suggested that the Secretary promulgate a rule detailing requirements for the clearance of employees authorized to view, search, enter, edit and delete information in the county and Statewide Databases, as well as security measures for the protection of all information in these databases.

Mandate audit logs. Some advocates believed that the Statewide Database should have secure audit logs that would allow monitoring of the activity of employees to protect against
and, if necessary, correct nefarious or innocent but misguided conduct. To be reliable, however, these logs must be impervious to manual modifications and must be subject to independent as well as bi-partisan auditing.

*Preserve archives of deleted and modified records.* This suggestion, supported by most advocates and election officials we interviewed, would allow quality assurance and auditing to ensure that voter information was not improperly modified or flagged as “removed.”

*Conduct an audit independent of the database activity to achieve public accountability.* As noted above, many advocates and election officials have stressed the need for transparency and accountability in vital Database functions. Some have recommended that an independent audit of operator logs and other Database management activities should occur routinely, and with a public report that is issued directly to the public without modification by state officials.

*Develop a privacy policy.* A number of studies have documented that government officials often omit specifications relevant to ensuring that the architectural design of government databases sufficiently protect individuals’ personal data. A new study commissioned by the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (“EAC”) also notes that many States have maintained Database practices that may endanger personal information and threaten identity theft. Election officials and advocates we asked agreed that the Secretary of State should provide voters registering to vote with information about the state’s privacy policy detailing the use limitations and security safeguards in place to protect the voter’s personal information.

C. Examination of the Voter Registration System Is Needed

Several academics, advocates and election officials urged further study of the Statewide Database and voter registration system in Ohio to assist in making additional changes. In particular, two ideas for study were suggested and supported (in some form) by a number of interviewees:

1. **Types of studies needed**

*Designation of a public study group to examine the registration process.* Many interviewees supported the idea of the Secretary of State convening a public study group, composed of leaders from both political parties, elections officials, and advocacy groups, to review current practices and make recommendations to the General Assembly on possible legislative improvements to the statewide voter registration system. Among other topics that might be explored by such a group:
• Development of better voter registration data entry and management practices, which many election officials and advocates believe could make reconciling and maintaining the various county and state databases easier;

• Adoption of Automatic and Portable Registration, which has been promoted by a number of advocacy groups and election officials as a way of increasing voter participation, eliminating or reducing the need for third-party voter registration groups, and eliminating the cost, burden, and planning difficulties for county boards of elections caused by the last minute deluge of applications for voter registration.

• Consideration of Election Day Registration, which many advocacy groups and academics note is permitted in nine other states, and has a strong track record of increasing voter participation;

The Secretary of State’s office reports to the Brennan Center that they believe they have addressed the first of the three points listed in this proposed study, through the Summits and consultations with various experts, and that they will publicly release a plan that covers this point shortly. They report that this plan will not address the second and third points, however.

Independent technical study of the Statewide Database. Some academics and advocates also urged the convening of an independent technical study (analogous to, but probably less costly than the EVEREST voting system top-to-bottom review). In such a study, the investigators should determine the Statewide Database’s security, accuracy, reliability, and compliance with federal and state voting rights laws; assess Database managerial policies and practices in light of new technical findings; recommend interim management practices for mitigating deficiencies; and offer recommendations on how the state should proceed in light of the findings.

2. Topics for additional research

Whether part of the mandate of a “public study group” or conducted separately, academics, advocates and election officials identified a number of items that they thought productive to research, in the hopes that hard data in these areas would help resolve political differences and assist in creating good policy.

Conduct audits of the Statewide Database. Most of the disagreements about the problems with the Statewide Database are based on hunches and anecdotal information, without numbers detailing the type and extent of problems. In addition to the technical Study of the Database, discussed above, a number of advocates suggested that periodic external, independent audits of the database as a whole — to obtain basic statistics on the extent to which records contain incomplete or invalid information — are critical to improving the system. These advocates stressed that the audits should not be used to jeopardize the eligibility of any individual voters, but to let the database managers know, realistically, the extent of problems with the existing data.
Investigate discrepancies. A number of advocates called for an investigation of the reasons for the “disappearance” of legitimate voters from the Database, and for investigation of the differences and inconsistencies between county boards of elections and statewide registration lists. They hoped that based on this investigation, the Secretary of State could mandate routine corrective actions.

Investigate the extent of faulty registrations. Faulty registrations, not including duplicates, are those with missing information (e.g., birth date, signature) or faulty information (address errors yielding non-existent addresses). Data from Cuyahoga County in 2004, in which over 15,000 faulty registrations were submitted, gives some idea of the potential extent of this problem. One advocate argues that a statewide tally of all county data in 2008 might well reveal some 60,000 faulty registrations, which would strengthen the argument for corrective actions already discussed in this section.

Investigate “failed matches.” Several interviewees hoped that research could show the number of records checked against the Social Security Database and BMV Database, the number of failed matches returned, and — through sample spot-checks, if necessary — an accounting of the reasons for the failed matches. The interviewees also hoped to see this data broken down by county and precinct, for a better understanding of the type of voter affected by this problem. Many of these same interviewees hoped to receive a full accounting from the Social Security Administration and the Ohio BMV of errors in their databases, based on past experience.

Study the feasibility of Election Day access to the Statewide Database. Some advocates proposed that the Secretary of State would study the feasibility of giving counties access and use of either the Statewide Database, or replicated copies of the Database. These advocates hoped that eventually, this information could be disseminated to the polling places on Election Day. Such dissemination might help officials resolve problems related to voters arriving at the wrong polling place, and could make Election Day Registration much easier.
III. Provisional Ballots and Voter Identification

A. Background

Both provisional voting and voter ID have been the subject of considerable controversy in Ohio. It was the 2002 Help America Vote Act (HAVA) that ushered in widespread multi-use provisional voting. Under HAVA, Ohio was required to expand the use of provisional ballots to cover voters who affirm that they are registered in a particular location, but do not appear on the registration list, and first-time voters who do not present HAVA mandated ID. HAVA also required documentary identification from a small subset of voters. Ohio’s use of provisional balloting and documentary ID, however, goes beyond HAVA’s requirements.

In Ohio, voters who must cast a provisional rather than a regular ballot include individuals:

- whose names are not in the poll books;
- who do not present proper ID;
- who have requested an absentee ballot but appear at the polls to vote;
- whose notice of registration was deemed undeliverable;
- who are challenged by an election judge at the polls;
- who are subject to a pending challenge by another voter;
- who have changed their name; or
- who have moved to a new precinct.

To vote a provisional ballot, these individuals must complete a written affirmation that they are registered and eligible to vote, and provide as much identifying information as they can.

To vote by regular ballot, Ohio voters must present “a current and valid photo identification [issued by a government agency], a military identification, or a copy of a current utility bill, bank statement, government check, paycheck or other government document . . . that shows the name and current address of the elector.”

There are some longstanding conflicts among election officials, advocates and academics about key issues driving both provisional balloting and ID in Ohio. Despite these differences, the election officials, advocates and academics we interviewed agree on a number of broad issues that need to be investigated and even on the direction of some needed reforms. Issues of concern include:

- The comparatively high rate of provisional balloting in Ohio (at least to the extent that rate reflects voters who could vote by regular ballot at their assigned precinct);
- The confusing complexity of current provisional balloting and ID rules;
- Local inconsistency in the rate and administration of provisional balloting, including the validation rate of provisional ballots cast; and
- Disqualification of procedural ballots cast outside voters’ assigned voting locations.
B. Issues to Address

1. Ohio’s high rates of provisional balloting

Provisional voting in Ohio is widespread and increasing. Ohio voters cast 206,859 provisional ballots in the November 2008 election, 3.6% of all ballots returned. That 3.6% figure is half a percentage point higher than the rate of provisional balloting in Ohio’s 2006 general election, up from 2.7% in 2004. In 2006, only 5 states had higher rates of provisional voting than Ohio. Ohio is also one of the country’s leaders when it comes to the rate at which provisional ballots are counted. Of the provisional ballots cast in November 2008, 81% were counted. Ohio was number six in the country on this score in 2006, counting 78.4% of provisional ballots cast. (Compare, e.g., New York and Missouri, which counted only 40%.) In 2006, only 10 states had higher rates of counting provisional ballots.

Comparative 2008 data are not yet available from many states, but barring major divergence from recent experience, Ohio will maintain its position as one of the heaviest users of provisional ballots in the country. In many states, rates are far lower. For instance, looking at two states for which 2008 provisional ballot data are available, provisional ballots in Missouri accounted for only 0.2% of turnout, and in Virginia that figure was 0.1%. Thus the proportion of Ohio voters who cast provisional ballots in the 2008 general election was 18 times greater than in Missouri and 36 times greater than in Virginia.

Professor Ned Foley suggested another way of comparing Ohio voters’ experience with provisional ballots with that in other states that would take into consideration both a state’s rates of provisional ballot use and the rate at which those provisional ballots are counted. He proposed multiplying each state’s rate of provisional voting (i.e., the percentage of total ballots cast that were provisional) by the provisional ballot rejection rate (i.e., the percentage of provisional ballots that are rejected), to determine the percentage of voters who turned out but failed to have their votes counted because their provisional ballots were rejected. Using this method, Ohio rejected .61% of total ballots cast in 2006, more than double the national average of .26%.

Not everyone agrees that Ohio’s wide use of provisional ballots is necessarily a bad thing. Some election officials see high provisional voting rates (coupled with high rates of counting provisional ballots) as a success story. They interpret the growing use of provisional ballots to mean that many Ohioans who would otherwise be turned away from the polls altogether are now getting the opportunity to vote, albeit provisionally, and note the collateral benefits of provisional ballots. Secretary Brunner clarified in a directive that Ohio boards of elections “may” use provisional ballots as registration forms. A positive result of using provisional ballots might therefore be that, at least in some counties, individuals who are not registered to vote will be registered the next time they attempt to vote. Moreover, as one election board member pointed out, when voters fill out the provisional ballot envelope at the polls it creates more accurate voter files. However, even some of these officials concede that there are some dangers in having such a high percentage of voters use provisional ballots, at least under the current complex Ohio rules.
A variety of problems and risks can flow from the heavy use of provisional ballots in Ohio elections. These include increased uncertainty and delays in election outcomes (including likely litigation), the injection of partisanship into provisional balloting rules, reduced voter confidence, and the greater cost and increased staff time required to administer large numbers of provisional ballots. Advocates and academics pointed out that in states with lower provisional voting rates, there is no evidence that would-be voters are being disenfranchised. Instead, they see low provisional voting rates as indicating that in many states a greater proportion of the electorate is voting with regular ballots.150

Election officials were less disposed to view high rates of provisional balloting as inherently problematic. As Timothy Burke, Member of the Hamilton County Board of Elections, emphasized, these officials see provisional ballots as a good thing to the extent that they save votes that would otherwise be lost to administrative mistakes — some of which are inevitable.151 Election officials also stressed that, contrary to what advocates sometimes seemed to presume, election boards want to count every provisional ballot they can under the law.152 They repeatedly expressed the view that while ballot counting should err on the side of the voter, voters must bear some responsibility for following proper election procedures.

Some uncertainty and delay necessarily accompany high rates of provisional voting. Election officials are therefore concerned with provisional ballot rates to the extent they indicate that people who could and should vote by regular ballot are voting provisionally.153 Because provisional ballots are counted after regular votes are tallied, when contests are close, widespread provisional balloting delays the ability of election officials to provide final election results. Such delays can deplete voter confidence and lead to partisan disputes over the rules for administering provisional ballots, as all sides understand that counting or not counting a particular vote can affect the outcome of a contest. Professor Edward Foley pointed out that they also increase the likelihood of post-election litigation.154 With Ohio’s higher rates of provisional voting, a lawsuit like the one currently being fought to determine the outcome of the Minnesota Senate race is actually much more likely to happen in Ohio. The Minnesota case was a fluke — the product of a razor thin electoral margin. In Ohio, with over 200,000 provisional ballots, any statewide race won with less than those 200,000 potential votes is subject to question and likely to end up in court. As a recent news article pointed out, in 2004, then-president George Bush defeated Senator John Kerry in Ohio by only 118,601 votes. Had this year’s presidential race been that close, Ohio’s high rate of provisional voting would have delayed the result and potentially had national repercussions.155

Alternatively, when races are decided on Election Night, provisional voters may be left feeling that their votes did not count. Because provisional ballots are counted after Election Day, when regular ballots create decisive victories, those who voted provisionally may feel shut out of the process, even though their ballots are counted in the official tally. The regular ballots determined the election’s political results, and provisional ballots are a kind of afterthought. As Donita Judge of Advancement Project explained, “People come out to vote on Election Day, and they want to be counted on that day.”156
The process of counting provisional ballots is itself necessarily open to ambiguity and error in a way that regular ballot counting is not. Because of the longer and more involved steps in processing provisional ballots, they are open to multiple interpretations and vulnerable to disqualification through administrative missteps by voters, poll workers, and election officials that do not threaten votes cast by regular ballot. In December, Ohio’s Supreme Court ruled that under Ohio law, 1,000 provisional ballots cast by eligible voters in Franklin County must be disqualified solely because of errors in the way voters printed or signed their names on the ballot envelopes. If these votes could have been cast via regular ballot, those voters would have avoided disenfranchisement. Other aspects of this issue are discussed below in the sub-section on the wrong precinct rule and in the section on poll worker error.

Finally, as one election official noted, provisional balloting creates a great deal of additional work and is resource intensive. Ohio’s high rates of provisional voting mean longer hours for poll workers and election officials on election night and afterwards. The widespread use of provisional voting makes election administration more difficult, more time consuming, and more expensive. Some election officials were quick to emphasize that the additional expense and effort were well worth it, if voters who would otherwise be disenfranchised were allowed to vote. But election officials would gladly reduce the number of provisional ballots cast if that result could be achieved with HAVA compliance and without disenfranchising eligible voters.

Summit participants and interviewees offered a range of proposals to reduce Ohio’s reliance on provisional ballots:

*Establish pre-election quality control procedures and outreach activities to perfect registrations.* Some voters who cast provisional ballots do so because their names are not on the poll lists. As one official emphasized, election boards cannot help voters who never attempt to register. Statewide, a finding that voters were not registered was the most common reason for disqualifying provisional voters, accounting for 47% of rejected provisional ballots. For instance, in Lorain County in November 2008, 697 of the 4,500 provisional ballots cast were disqualified because voters were found to be unregistered. Election officials stress that many of these were cast by individuals who had failed to timely register or who had registered but were purged from the rolls following a statutory period of inactivity following notice. Some unknown number of rejected provisional ballots are cast by individuals who attempted to register, but did not appear on the rolls. One advocate asserts that registration verification procedures indicate that some valid registration applications in Ohio are lost in the process of database entry. In other cases, voters may properly and timely complete registration forms at BMV locations or with third party registrars that are never delivered to election officials. Additionally, some voters are kept off the rolls due to their failure to fill out their registration applications fully and correctly. As discussed in the section on Ohio’s registration system, additional quality control at the local level could increase the number of registrants whose applications are correctly processed. Additional local outreach by telephone and mail to fix incomplete or incorrectly filled out registrations would reduce the numbers of these would-be registrants who must vote provisionally. As one election official pointed out, that kind of outreach would require additional cost and staff time. The earlier expense could save election board time and resources later, however, by reducing the number of provisional ballots they must process, and some election officials liked the idea.
Make registration portable without resorting to provisional ballots. Some academics suggested creating a separate registration-update ballot, to be used by voters who want to vote in their new neighborhood without re-registering at their new address before the election. Alternatively, movers could be allowed to correct their registration at the polls, and if they had proof of residency, be allowed to vote a regular ballot. Both of these suggestions would both reduce the numbers of HAVA-mandated provisional ballots and clarify how many provisional ballots are in use for reasons other than Ohio’s policy of registration portability. At least one election official, however, worried that this would introduce even more complexity and confusion into an already baroque Election Day process.

Allow counties to offer all voters the option of voting by regular ballot at a satellite vote center. Some officials supported allowing counties to direct voters who were not on the rolls at their assigned precinct, or the precinct where they turned out, to a satellite location. At this central location, election officials would have access to the statewide voting list and to all the various ballot formats and be able to assist the voter to cast a regular ballot in the correct precinct format.

Allow voters returning unused absentee ballots to vote by regular ballot. Some interviewees believe that the recent turn to “no fault” absentee voting, and the greatly increased numbers of voters requesting absentee ballots, is responsible for some of the increase in provisional ballots. They hypothesize that voters request absentee ballots, then forget or simply do not fill them out and show up at the polls, only to find that they must now vote provisionally. Some interviewees would be in favor of allowing voters who have unused absentee ballots to bring them with them to the polls and, upon turning them in, vote by regular ballot. At least one election official was leery of this suggestion, however, pointing out that it would be difficult for poll workers to know that the absentee ballot being presented belonged to that voter and was not a duplicate. Alternatively, these individuals could be allowed to vote their absentee ballots at the polls.

Conduct studies and research to find out why provisional voting rates are so high in some parts of the state. As discussed in greater detail below in the section on local variations in provisional balloting, rates of provisional voting vary dramatically from county to county and within states. One academic emphasized that in order to figure out how to reduce the use of provisional ballots, it is necessary to understand what triggers are used in the jurisdictions where it is most extreme. Professor David Kimball pointed out that a strong predictor of a county’s high rate of provisional voting in 2006 or 2008 was its high rate of provisional voting in 2004. He suggested that counties and precincts with particularly high provisional ballot rates should be studied in order to determine what was causing the high rates.

Increase voter education efforts. Election officials believe that one way to decrease provisional balloting under the current statutory construction is to inform voters that they need to update registration information when they move and check their registration information and the location of their assigned polling place online before going out to vote.
Enact Election Day Registration. Some interviewees pointed out that shifting to Election Day Registration — or doing away with registration altogether — would do away with the need to use provisional ballots at all. Some states have experienced significant declines in provisional ballot usage after adopting Election Day registration. The Iowa Secretary of State’s report for the 2008 general election attributes that state’s dramatic drop in the use of provisional ballots to the adoption of EDR. In Iowa in 2004, 14,661 provisional ballots were cast at the presidential election. In 2008, only 4,725 provisional ballots were cast.

2. Local variations in provisional voting

Ohio County Election Board reports and advocates’ investigations have revealed significant differences in the numbers of provisional ballots issued and counted and the procedures used to administer provisional voting. The challenge faced by state law makers and election officials is how to provide uniform standards that can be equitably applied to every voter in what are often very different particular circumstances. One official commented that, in the area of determining the validity of provisional ballots, “the more direction [local officials] receive in how to handle ballots, the less consideration we are able to give to our voters.” On the other hand, the principles of equal protection require standard procedures for using and counting provisional ballots. In order to do that academics and advocates point out that it is necessary to understand more about the current differences in Ohio counties’ provisional voting.

A chart showing the range of provisional voting rates in Ohio’s counties, and the different rates at which those provisional votes were counted is attached to this report as Appendix 22. Rates of provisional balloting in Ohio’s 2008 election varied from 1.3% in Coshocton County to 5.0% in Athens County, which is home to Ohio University. In other words, while only one in every hundred voters in Coshocton voted provisionally, nearly one in twenty Athens County voters cast a provisional ballot. Among Ohio’s large urban counties, differences in provisional voting rates are not as dramatic, but still apparent. Five have rates above the statewide average of 3.6%. They are Cuyahoga (4.3%), Hamilton (4.5%), Lucas (4.7%), Montgomery (4.4%), and Franklin (5.0%). Summit County, however, had a substantially lower rate of provisional ballots cast — 2.9%.

The rates at which Ohio counties invalidated provisional ballots cast are even less consistent — ranging from 3% in Monroe County to 38% in Lawrence County. Notably, several of the more populous counties had rejection rates near the high end of the state continuum. Only 13 of Ohio’s 88 counties rejected provisional ballots at a higher rate than Cuyahoga, which disqualified 26% of provisional ballots cast there. Nearby Lorain County also rejected 26% and Lucas County 23%. Franklin County, however, had a rejection rate of only 18%

A chart prepared by Professor David Kimball, and annexed as Appendix 24, shows that in Ohio high rates of provisional voting are correlated with the proportion of non-white residents in a county’s population. According to Cuyahoga board member Eben ‘Sandy’ McNair, provisional voting in that county is correlated with the proportion of African Americans in precincts’ voting age population, as shown by comparing the two maps annexed as Appendix 25. An advocacy group’s analysis of provisional ballot rejection rates in Cuyahoga County in November 2004 also found such a correlation. Some advocates believe that high rates of provisional ballot use and rejection are correlated with high
numbers of low income voters. One advocate suggested other factors as potential correlates of high rates of provisional ballot use and/or rejection, namely the density and mobility of a voting population and the use of multi-precinct polling places. Some election officials suggest that the complexity of Ohio’s provisional ballot rules — and the confusion that results — is another potential factor in local differences. The fact that counties encompass diverse populations may conceal other demographic and social predictors of provisional balloting that would be revealed by comparing data at a more local level.

There was also a great deal of local variation relating to the rejection of provisional ballots for failure to produce acceptable identification. Statewide, only about 1% of disqualified provisional ballots were rejected for lack of ID, compared with 47% for lack of registration and 36% for being cast in the wrong precinct. But in a few counties, ID rejections approached, or even surpassed, registration and wrong precinct disqualifications. For example, voters in Lawrence County cast only 771 provisional ballots, 294 of which were rejected. Failure to provide proper ID was the most common reason for rejection — accounting for 47% of rejected provisional ballots — more than Lawrence’s disqualifications for registration and wrong precinct errors combined. Differences among the large urban counties were also striking: Hamilton County did not reject a single provisional ballot for lack of ID; Lucas disqualified only 3, and in Cuyahoga County only 29 of the 7,410 provisional ballots rejected (0.4%) were disqualified because voters failed to provide acceptable ID.

Interviewees agreed that it was crucial to move beyond speculation about the causes of local variations in provisional balloting and develop systematic studies of what is happening locally. In order to find out more about the wide divergence in provisional ballot practice, interviewees made the following suggestions:

**Make provisional voting data available at the precinct level.** Some interviewees said that because Ohio counties are likely to encompass diverse populations in terms of population density, economic and social indices, and mobility, data at the precinct level is needed in order to investigate the demographic and social correlates of provisional ballot use and counting.

**Follow up with data on the reasons why provisional ballots were used and rejected.** The Secretary’s office provides data, collected from all counties, on why provisional ballots were rejected in November 2008. To determine the overall effect of provisional voting in Ohio, it is also necessary to understand why voters are given provisional ballots in the first place. For instance, were provisional ballots issued because voters failed register, moved and did not update their address, failed to produce required ID, changed names, or failed to appear on the rolls for some other reason? In order to collect this information, it will be necessary to devise a standardized way of identifying the reasons provisional ballots were cast. Advocates believe that understanding why provisional ballots were issued in the first place is crucial to understanding the local differences in their use and validation.
Ask county boards of elections with very high and very low levels of provisional ballot use and rejection to describe their provisional ballot practices and poll worker training procedures. Interviewees suggested that counties on either end of the use and counting spectrum should be asked to detail the procedures and practices they employ regarding provisional voting.  

Make information about individual provisional ballots available for study. Some advocates called for the treatment of provisional ballot envelopes as public records — so that they could learn the names of provisional voters, whether or not a voter’s provisional ballot was counted, and if it was rejected the reason for rejection. This issue has a complex legal and policy background. In 2007, in response to public record requests for this information, some election officials treated such information as public records. Other counties and some advocates, however, interpreted the law to preclude public access to the names of provisional voters, the outcome of individual provisional ballots and the basis for a ballot’s rejection. In 2008 Secretary Brunner issued an advisory interpreting the law to allow the public release of provisional voters’ names and the numbers of provisional votes cast and the reasons for the rejection of provisional ballots, but to prohibit making public the counting or invalidation of an individual voter’s provisional ballot and the reasons for its acceptance or rejection. Unfortunately, as one advocate pointed out, election board staff are often overburdened and hence unwilling or unable to respond to requests for data that they are not required to produce by Ohio’s public information laws. He proposed, therefore, that in order to ensure access to needed information, the Secretary issue a directive requiring boards to complete research on provisional ballots, and in addition that the Secretary’s office carry out such research using the state database.

3. The complexity of provisional ballot procedures and ID requirements

There was universal agreement among interviewees that the rules and procedures governing both provisional voting and voter ID are too complex, make poll workers’ jobs extremely difficult, and lead to confusion and errors. Even the Ohio Supreme Court in Skaggs v. Brunner noted that Ohio’s “generally murky” provisional ballot statutes “present a quagmire of intricate and imprecisely stated requirements, including internal inconsistencies and multiple affirmations and declinations.” Bryan Clark, of the Secretary of State’s Office, expressed the view that even if no provisional voting or ID policies are changed, the relevant sections of the code covering these issues needs to be rewritten and streamlined. Both voters and election workers often misunderstand provisional voting and voter identification standards. Even when the rules are fully understood, their complexity makes them difficult to administer.

One election official commented that provisional ballot laws are too complex to explain to poll workers and even harder for poll workers to explain to voters. The statutory list of specific circumstances requiring provisional voting would be hard for anyone to commit to memory. A provisional ballot is required when:
1. a voter declares he is a registered voter but his name does not appear on the voter roll;
2. an election official “asserts that the individual is not eligible to vote;”;  
3. a voter does not have or does not provide proper identification;
4. a voter voted by absentee ballot;
5. a voter’s registration notification was returned as undeliverable;
6. a voter changed his address;
7. a voter changed his name;
8. a voter was challenged without resolution; or
9. the challenged voter’s hearing was postponed.

In addition, Ohio law imposes specific duties on poll workers to direct voters to their correct precinct polling locations before issuing provisional ballots and directions for what voters must be told regarding provisional ballots’ validity. The poll worker is supposed to determine where an individual is eligible to vote on the basis of the “precinct voting location guide,” which is an electronic or paper record that lists “the correct jurisdiction and polling place” for addresses in the county, or another means of “determin[ing] the correct jurisdiction and polling place of any qualified elector who resides in the county.”

The rules for counting provisional ballots are both lengthy and unspecific. They require election officials to “determine whether a provisional ballot is valid and entitled to be counted,” by examining voter records and the information contained in the lengthy written affirmation executed by the provisional voter. The code sets out a list of information that should be included in the ballot affirmation, but Ohio counties may create their own versions of the affirmation. In Skaggs v. Brunner, the Ohio Supreme Court was asked to decide whether mistakes and omissions on the affirmation could disqualify a provisional ballot under some circumstances, and prohibited counting some 1,000 otherwise valid provisional ballots because voters had filled out their ballot affirmations incorrectly.

Voter identification rules are similarly complex, and further complicate provisional ballot use, because one reason for issuing a provisional ballot is a lack of proper ID. A county election official and an advocate both noted that the basic list of acceptable forms of voter ID seems to lack a guiding principle. In particular, it is not clear whether the ID required of voters at the polls is being used to identify the individual, to establish residence, or both. The list of acceptable documents is diverse and hard to communicate in any summary fashion. Most of the documents listed must carry a current address; acceptable military ID, however, carries no address, and the law allows a voter to use a driver’s license or state issued identification card with an obsolete address, so long as the address printed in the poll list is current. The same time, some forms of identification in wide use are excluded. For example, ordinary student picture ID from private universities is not sufficient. Adding another layer of complexity, the list of ID sufficient for voting at the polls is different from the ID required to obtain an absentee ballot or to register to vote.

A central question is whether, and to what extent voters are disenfranchised due to confusing and complex identification requirements. Research into Indiana’s 2008 primary election showed that 14% of provisional ballots cast were issued due to lack of required ID (399, or 14%) of a total 2,770 ballots. The rejection rate for the identification inspired ballots (80%) was somewhat higher that that of provisional ballots overall (73%). One advocate
pointed out that elderly people, as a group, are disadvantaged by current requirements. These voters are both less likely to have drivers licenses and more likely to have difficulty obtaining alternative forms of identification because they lack mobility. Senior citizens in group homes have little access to utility bills. Advocates also argue that low income voters of color and city dwellers in general are less likely to have the most common form of identification, a driver’s license, and may be discouraged from coming to the polls. Some election officials, however, said that based on their own experience in their counties few voters were disenfranchised for lack of identification. Ohio does not currently collect data on reasons for issuing provisional ballots; it does however collect data on the reasons provisional ballots were rejected. This data shows that in November 2008, “failure to provide acceptable identification” was the third most common reason for rejecting a provisional ballot, accounting for 1% of rejected ballots. Thus, across the state, a relatively small proportion of provisional ballots are disqualified for lack of ID. In comparison, 47% of rejected provisional ballots were disqualified because election boards found that the voters who cast them were not registered. However, as described above (at page 40), the rejection rate for lack of ID varies greatly from county to county. In a few counties, the numbers of ballots rejected because voters failed to provide proper ID surpass those rejected for lack of registration, while in some other counties not a single ballot was disqualified for lack of ID.

Election officials and advocates pointed out that complex rules governing both ID and provisional ballots are particularly problematic for poll workers. These volunteers administer elections only once or twice a year. Under the circumstances, it is difficult for them to familiarize themselves with the intricate rules that apply to provisional balloting and voter ID and to keep up with changing procedures. As Marilyn Jacobcik, Deputy Director of the Lorain County Election Board, put it, “We ask a great deal of poll workers, and then make changes each election . . . often adding requirements with marginal benefits.” Moreover, as she pointed out, poll workers are dealing with the complexities of ID requirements and provisional ballot affirmations in the context of a busy polling place, with a number of voters waiting to vote and requiring extraordinary help, sometimes while observers are creating additional demands on their attention. With these realities in mind, election officials caution that changes to the rules concerning provisional balloting and identification should be made only after careful consideration and “in sufficient time to fully educate voters, poll workers and BOE staff.” Brian Shinn, Assistant General Counsel to the Secretary of State, emphasized that, in addition, reforms need to be sensitive to the impact on the entire election code of changes in any given section, as the code functions as an integral whole.

There are differences of opinion on the direction even well-considered simplification should take and whether it should expand or limit the use of provisional ballots and documentary ID. Some election officials see provisional voting as a tool for enfranchising voters at risk, whereas many advocates and some other officials believe that, at least in its current form, provisional voting is less a “fail safe” voting protection than a “trap door to disenfranchisement.” While some election officials believe the new voter identification requirements are a natural outgrowth of twenty-first century technology and culture, others view the move to documentary identification as unnecessary and wrongheaded. Nevertheless, from all of these divergent perspectives, everyone agrees that at least some
changes are needed to simplify the rules, procedures and forms that administer provisional voting and voter identification.

Interviewees made the following suggestions for simplification:

**Reform the ID law to focus on identification and make explicit the law’s purpose to confirm voters’ identity rather than their addresses.** Interviewees pointed out that a particularly confusing aspect of the current ID law is its inconsistent address requirements. One election official suggested that the statute spell out the focus on identity to make it easier for poll workers to understand that a driver’s license with an obsolete address is sufficient.\(^{235}\) In the same vein, some officials and advocates agreed that — assuming personal identification was the goal — the address requirement should be scrapped and the law should be expanded to include the usual gold standard of ID, a U.S Passport.\(^{236}\) Moving away from the address requirement would also allow inclusion of another common form of identification, the student ID.

**Reform the law to allow voters to use broader, simpler categories of ID.** The Secretary of State’s Office recommends allowing voters to use *either* any government issued photo ID, *or* any two forms of ID that show the full name of the voter. This would greatly simplify the rule and poll workers’ job, making it unnecessary to determine whether the proffered ID is the proper *type* of photo ID or whether an address is current.\(^{237}\) Along the same lines, one advocate proposed expanding the law to allow use of any photo ID, again greatly simplifying matters for both voters and poll workers.\(^{238}\) Another advocacy group proposed changing the ID law to expressly allow for the use of student IDs issued by public and private schools and institutions of higher learning in Ohio.\(^{239}\)

**Return to signature identification.** Several advocates\(^ {240}\) and some election officials\(^ {241}\) were in favor of going back to signatures as a way of establishing voters’ identity at the polls. This would do away with the complex documentary ID requirements altogether and also simplify and reduce provisional voting by removing one complicated provisional ballot trigger. These interviewees point out that signing the poll book was a longstanding untroubled identification procedure, that there is no evidence of significant voter fraud, and that in any case documentary identification prevents only voter impersonation, a type of fraudulent voting that is virtually unknown.\(^ {242}\) They argued that a return to simple poll book signatures would speed up the voting process and noted that if a poll worker has any doubts about a signature’s authenticity, the poll worker may challenge the voter.\(^ {243}\) Indeed, some election officials commented more generally in regard to provisional ballot and documentary ID policies that increasingly complex and detailed statutory requirements seemed to assume that local election officials and poll workers will not be vigilant and respond in the face of threats to election integrity. They emphasized that election boards and poll workers take their jobs very seriously and do react protectively when they perceive potential misbehavior.\(^ {244}\)

**Move to voter ID cards.** Some officials advocate shifting to a single required ID document — an identification card issued by the voter’s election board.\(^ {245}\) Advocates, however, question how voters would obtain these cards and how accessible they would be, particularly to people who do not drive. Would they require appearing at an office to have a photo taken? Would a voter need a new card every time he or she moved?\(^ {246}\)
Simplify the basis for issuing provisional ballots. One advocate suggested defining the basis for provisional voting (in addition to HAVA mandated reasons) as simply: the voter’s name is not on the rolls or the voter’s name is marked on the poll list as having received an absentee ballot.\textsuperscript{247}

Simplify the provisional ballot envelope. There was widespread agreement that the forms used for provisional voting need to be redesigned. Election officials, including the Secretary of State’s Office, and voting rights advocates endorsed this idea. Some officials indicated that the design also made it difficult for staff counting provisional ballots. The Secretary’s Office was in favor of requiring state prescribed forms.\textsuperscript{248}

Clarify rules for counting provisional ballots. Some interviewees felt that it was important to set clear, uniform statewide standards for deciding which provisional ballots to count.\textsuperscript{249} Election officials emphasized that the goal of those rules should be to count as many eligible votes as possible.\textsuperscript{250} One official pointed out that centralized directions inevitably rigidified the process and made it harder for local election officials to find ways to recognize and accommodate voters’ good faith errors in order to count their ballots. She suggested that local boards be required to adopt a common sense policy that recognizes that voters make inadvertent errors and to use a routine method to contact voters to attempt to correct mistakes and omissions in order to count as many ballots as possible.\textsuperscript{251}

Count provisional ballots cast anywhere in the county of registration. Advocates and some officials propose doing away with the “wrong precinct” rule invalidating provisional ballots cast outside the voter’s assigned polling place.\textsuperscript{252} This proposal is discussed in greater length in the section below. As a matter of simplification, it would mean one less check for election workers counting provisional ballots. On the other hand, it would require additional work to identify and remake the votes cast in the races in which the provisional voter was eligible to participate.

4. Provisional ballot administration and the wrong precinct rule

Ohio is one of 30 states that invalidate provisional ballots cast by voters in the wrong precinct.\textsuperscript{253} That is, in order to count, provisional ballots must be cast at the polling location assigned by the county board of elections to the precinct (i.e., the administrative subdivision) that encompasses the voter’s residence. Ohio’s wrong precinct rule was upheld against a facial HAVA challenge in 2004. Sandusky County Democratic Party v. Blackwell, 387 F.3d 565 (6th Cir. 2004). Statewide, in the 2008 general election, 14,335 voters’ provisional ballots were thrown out because they had been cast in the “wrong precinct.”\textsuperscript{254} Sixty-one percent of those discarded provisional ballots were from Cuyahoga, Franklin, Hamilton, Lucas, Montgomery and Summit counties, although only 52% of Ohio’s provisional ballots were cast in those counties.\textsuperscript{255} Provisional ballots disqualified as cast in the wrong precinct accounted for 8% of all provisional ballots issues in Ohio on Election Day and 36% of all rejected provisional ballots.\textsuperscript{256} Rejection rates varied considerably, county by county. In Cuyahoga County, 13% of Election Day provisional ballots were disqualified as having been cast in the wrong precinct, compared with only 5% in Franklin County.\textsuperscript{257} In Ohio’s other large urban counties, rejection rates were as follows: Hamilton – 10%, Lucas – 13%, Montgomery – 9%, and Summit – 7%.\textsuperscript{258}
Nearly every election official and advocate we interviewed believes that the current practice of rejecting all votes on provisional ballots cast in the wrong precinct needs to be re-examined. Some election officials and all the advocates and academics we interviewed think the wrong precinct rule should be changed to count the “top of the ticket,” i.e., votes in contests for which the voter was eligible to participate — regardless where in the county or on what style ballot those votes are cast. Others would at least count such votes on ballots cast in the correct polling place but at the wrong table or on the wrong style ballot. Some election officials were concerned that such a rule would lead to many additional remakes of ballots, and wanted to be sure counties adopt uniform remake practices.

One advocacy group and one election official we interviewed interpret the October 27, 2008 court order in *Northeast Ohio Coalition for the Homeless v. Brunner* — and the underlying Ohio statutes — to mean that if poll workers fail to direct a voter to her correct assigned polling place, that voter’s provisional ballot should be counted, even if it was cast in the wrong precinct. Other election officials, however, who oppose the wrong precinct rule on policy grounds, nevertheless believe that the current code requires them to reject all provisional ballots cast in the wrong precinct — even when the cause is poll worker error. After reviewing complaints filed by voters in November 2008 and research into provisional balloting in previous elections, advocates believe that thousands of disqualified provisional ballots fall into this category.

Election officials, academics and advocates offered several different suggestions for reforming the wrong precinct rule and/or clarifying how that rule interacts with poll workers’ duty to direct voters to the correct polling place.

*Change the law to allow election officials to count the top of the ticket on provisional ballots cast outside the voter’s assigned precinct location.* Election officials we interviewed supported the legislative removal of the wrong precinct rule. That is, they would count votes on those ballots for contests in which the voter was eligible to participate. All the advocates and academics and some of the election officials we interviewed support Ohio’s adoption of rules that would count such provisional votes.

*Change the wrong precinct rule to a wrong polling place rule.* One election official suggested that a compromise position would be to mandate counting all provisional ballots cast in the correct polling place, whether or not they were at the assigned precinct table or on the assigned precinct ballot style. This is the policy followed in Missouri.

Here, too, there were calls for more access to information about provisional ballot practices. Currently, the State of Ohio does not publish data that details the numbers of provisional ballots rejected because they were cast in the correct polling place but in the wrong precinct. A sample of provisional ballots cast in the wrong precinct in Cuyahoga County’s 2008 primary showed that 34% of the wrong precinct ballots were cast in the correct polling place. Hamilton County reports that in November 2008, 32% of ballots disqualified for being cast in the wrong precinct were cast in the right polling place.
Adopt an explicit policy that ballots cast in the wrong precinct due to poll worker error should be counted. Advocates, academics and some election officials agreed that if the wrong precinct rule remained in force, provisional ballots should be counted if they were cast in the wrong precinct because poll workers failed to issue the proper instructions. (In the view of one election official and some advocates, this is the rule already imposed by the complete Ohio election code and the Homeless Coalition court order.) Some interviewees took the view that, since voters do not choose where to vote, but, in fact, vote where poll workers send them, much, if not most, wrong precinct voting was the result of poll worker error. As Steven Harsman explained, an eligible voter could do everything he is asked to do on Election Day, and still end up having his provisional ballot disqualified. One advocacy group therefore proposed that in the absence of evidence that a voter was directed to the correct polling place and refused to go, provisional ballots cast in the wrong precinct should be presumed to be the result of poll worker error, and counted.

Adopt a straightforward method for identifying when ballots are cast in the wrong precinct due to poll worker errors. Some officials were troubled by the idea that even votes cast deliberately in the wrong precinct could be characterized after the fact as poll worker error. A possible solution, particularly since there is broad support for redesigning the provisional ballot envelope (see page 45) would be to use the provisional ballot envelope to record the poll worker’s identification of the voter’s precinct. There could be a simple line or checkbox on the envelope — or perhaps on a sticker to be attached — where the poll worker assisting the provisional voter would record the voter’s correct precinct and voting location. Then, when provisional ballots are counted, it would be easy to identify which ones were cast in the wrong location because poll workers failed to correctly direct voters. If the form was filled in correctly, that would show that the poll worker did his or her job, and the ballot would be disqualified. If the wrong precinct or voting location was recorded, or if the space was left blank, that would indicate poll worker error, and the votes at the top of the ticket could be salvaged. In addition, the poll worker could check a box indicating that the voter was informed that a ballot cast in an incorrect precinct would not be counted. One additional benefit of this system would be the feedback it would provide to election officials, allowing them to identify problems that could be addressed in subsequent poll worker training or by pointing out errors to presiding judges in precincts that had high error rates.

Improve poll worker training and the administration of provisional balloting on Election Day. Advocates recommend that boards instruct poll workers that if a voter’s name is not on the rolls, the worker contact the local board, where officials can check to see whether the voter is in the correct polling location. At least one election official, however, believes this is not practicable. Under the current election code, poll workers should have the ability to check for the voter’s assigned precinct, preferably with a computer or handheld device that has access to statewide information. Election officials pointed out that these procedures could increase costs. Digital devices are expensive and printouts of even countywide address locators can also be costly. One advocate pointed out that such a procedure is important even in the absence of a wrong precinct rule, and will in any case reduce reliance on provisional ballots, because most voters would then be able to cast regular ballots at their assigned polling place. At least one local election board has put into practice increased training and election-day resources to assist and encourage poll workers to correctly direct voters to their assigned precinct voting locations, with positive results.
This practice is discussed in greater detail on pages 62-66 in the *Poll Worker Recruitment and Training* section.

C. **Topics for Additional Research**

Interviewees identified a range of subjects that they thought should be researched in order to support effective and equitable policy decisions regarding provisional balloting and ID requirements.

**Investigate the reasons provisional ballots are cast.** Interviewees thought it would be useful to know more about why provisional ballots are used. In particular, they emphasized a need to investigate the extent to which the new documentary ID requirement forced otherwise eligible voters to cast provisional ballots and what percentage of provisional ballots were cast because voters had moved.283

**Investigate the reasons provisional ballots are rejected.** Likewise, interviewees thought it would be beneficial to learn counties’ reasons for rejecting provisional ballots, including how identification requirements interact with other reasons for disqualifying provisional votes. Another specific question is what proportion of ballots rejected as cast in the wrong precinct were cast by voters in their correct polling place.284

**Conduct reviews to find out why provisional voting rates are so different in different parts of the state.** Advocates suggested looking more deeply into the provisional ballot results and procedures in Ohio counties at the extreme ends of provisional ballot use and counting. Several academics emphasized that in order to figure out how to reduce the use of provisional ballots, it is necessary to understand what triggers that use in the jurisdictions where it is most extreme.285 Professor David Kimball pointed out that a strong predictor of a county’s high rate of provisional voting in 2006 or 2008 was its high rate of provisional voting in 2004.286 He suggested that counties and precincts with particularly high provisional ballot rates should be studied in order to determine what was causing the high rates. Studies should aim to determine to what extent variations are the product of the statutory provisional balloting scheme’s interaction with different populations of voters and the role of local administrative practices, if any.

**Study the demographic, social and economic correlates with provisional ballot rates.** Interviewees also recommended studying the relationships between provisional voting rates and counting in different locations and demographic, social and economic variables, such as race, income, population density, and population mobility.287

**Study all of the above in at least some locations at the precinct or zip code level.** Academics and advocates urged that to uncover relationships between provisional balloting and different social variables, it was necessary to investigate their correlation at a more local level rather than only county by county.

**Study the effects of voter ID requirements on different groups.** Advocates and academics thought it would be useful to study the impact the new voter ID law has on voters generally, and the differential impact, if any, on different social, economic, racial, and age groups. Though there has been some research on voters’ reactions to ID requirements,
academics say that not enough is known about this issue and more investigation is needed in order to determine the effects of Ohio’s current ID requirements. Academics suggested conducting surveys of poll workers and registered voters after an election, combined with an analysis of provisional ballots to determine to whether the new ID law is preventing voting via regular ballot, and if so, what aspects of the law are the cause. What are poll workers’ understandings of the ID requirements? How many provisional ballots were provided because voters did not have the requisite ID? How many voters were turned away for lack of ID? How many did not go to the polls because they did not have — or did not believe they had — the proper ID?
IV. Early In-Person and Mail-In Absentee Voting

Few areas of election administration have seen bigger changes in Ohio over the last few years than absentee voting, and few changes have had a bigger impact on the entire electoral process. Both voting rights advocates and election officials generally see the recent changes to Ohio’s absentee voting laws in a positive light. Most importantly, many credit the expansion of absentee voting with keeping Ohio generally free of long lines at the polls on Election Day in 2008 with the expansion of absentee voting.

A. Background

The number of absentee ballots cast in Ohio during federal election years rose from under 350,000 in 2000 to more than 1.7 million in 2008.289 In 2008, the number of absentee ballots cast was nearly three times the number of absentee ballots cast in 2004.290 Ohio ranks 25th in the country in the rate of in-person absentee voting. It experienced the fifth highest growth rate of in-person absentee voting, compared with the percentage of early voters in 2004.291

1. The current law

In 2005 the Ohio legislature amended the state’s absentee voting law to allow any voter to cast an absentee ballot without providing a reason or excuse for doing so.292 Ohio’s absentee voting law has long included an in-person provision that allows voters to cast their absentee ballots at county election offices up to 35 days before general election and 25 days before a presidential primary election, “or as many days as reasonably possible for special elections held on days other than the general election and primary.”293 Thus, in addition to expanding “vote by mail” to all Ohioans who choose it, the change to “no excuse” absentee voting, in effect, dramatically expanded pre-Election Day, in-person voting. The result is somewhat similar to what other states call “early voting.”

2. Consensus on the need for refining the law

While nearly everyone we interviewed had positive things to say about the expansion of voting in Ohio, most also felt that the last few elections raised serious questions about some aspects of absentee voting as currently constituted. Both advocates and election officials argued that further changes to Ohio’s laws and practices in this area were necessary. In particular, interviewees raised the following concerns:

- For in-person absentee voting, long lines in 2008, particularly in large counties like Franklin and Cuyahoga;
- For mail-in absentee voting, the relatively high number of ballots and votes not counted;
- For all absentee voting, the long lead time (35 days) prior to the Election Day;
- For all absentee voting, the security and the integrity of elections.
B. Issues to Address

The same sections of the Ohio election code cover in-person absentee voting and mail-in absentee voting. Because they present such different challenges, interviewees generally discussed them separately, as we do below.

1. In-person absentee voting

Long Lines for In-Person Absentee Voting

Election officials, advocates and academics praised the creation of what is, in effect, early in-person absentee voting at one location in every county in Ohio. They pointed to the large numbers of Ohio voters who voted absentee in-person as proof of its appeal, and they noted its advantages over mail-in absentee voting; in particular, they pointed out that a larger percentage of in-person voters would ultimately have their votes counted (the reasons for this are discussed below, in Mail-In Absentee Voting at page 55).

However, supporters of in-person absentee voting noted that there were very long lines in most large counties during the absentee voting period, forcing some people who chose to vote early to wait many hours to cast a ballot. Some proponents of in-person absentee voting argued that the solution to long lines during the absentee voting period was to expand the number of in-person absentee voting sites, at least in large counties. This would require a change to Ohio’s current law.

While in-person absentee voting received support from most interviewees, some advocates and election officials pointed to a number of potential problems associated with increasing the number of in-person absentee voting sites. The most common concern was how to choose additional polling sites fairly, and how the counties and states could avoid political and partisan manipulation of that selection process. Those concerned pointed out that in certain states, like Texas or Indiana, the process for selecting early voting sites has led to charges of favoritism and litigation. Others responded that the current process was already unfair to voters in large counties, who were forced to wait in line for several hours during the in-person absentee voting process, while those in smaller counties were not.

In addition to the questions about placement of in-person absentee voting sites, some officials raised concerns about the potential costs associated with expanding the number of early voting sites. The Director of one County Board of Elections noted that in-person absentee voting was extremely expensive for her county. Requiring the county to expand to three or four in-person absentee voting sites could triple or quadruple those costs, and she did not believe it would substantially reduce the lines associated with in-person absentee voting. One county commissioner expressed the opinion that early absentee voting could be cost effective if it led to reduced costs on Election Day — something that he felt had yet to take place.
The cost challenge appears to be in two categories: direct costs and opportunity costs. The most significant of the direct costs of in-person absentee voting is for personnel. The personnel employed during in-person absentee voting are not subject to the per diem cap established by State law for compensating poll workers and must be paid at least the minimum wage. Instead of working just one day, these workers may be employed for the full 35-day period during which in-person absentee voting is available. In Franklin County, compensation for officials operating the in-person absentee voting location at the Franklin County Veterans Memorial topped $142,000 to service approximately 55,000 in-person absentee voters. Most counties relied on their existing full and regular season staff to administer in-person absentee voting, resulting in opportunity costs of lost productivity for these individuals on the other tasks of administering the election. These other tasks either received less attention than was planned, or required other staff to work additional hours.

Interviewees offered several suggestions for reducing the long lines during the in-person absentee voting period. Most noted that the demand for in-person absentee voting would probably not equal the high levels of 2008 until the next presidential election, though some argued that the 2010 general election might generate heavy in-person absentee voting, particularly if one of the statewide contests was perceived as being close.

Expanding In-Person Absentee Voting

Interviewees who supported the expansion of in-person absentee voting offered a number of suggestions for tackling the challenges associated with doing so.

**Determining the number of in-person absentee voting sites in each county.** Some advocates of increased numbers of in-person absentee voting sites believe that it is not necessary to require a larger number of absentee voting sites in every county. Several smaller counties reported that they did not have long lines during the absentee voting period. Jonah Goldman of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law noted, however, that the length of lines might not be the only way to judge whether there should be additional in-person absentee voting sites. He pointed out that in some counties, some voters may not be able to take advantage of in-person absentee voting because they cannot travel to the county boards of elections or because the hours of voting are insufficient. Professor Paul Gronke, Director of the Early Voting Information Center at Reed College, noted that the state could come up with a formula for determining the number of early voting sites required in each county: for instance, requiring one in-person absentee voting site for every X number of registered voters or Y number of precincts, as is done in some states. Norman Robbins suggests that the need, number and location of sites for a future election could also be determined based on the results of the 2008 General Election. As an example, he proposes that if there were waiting times of over 45 minutes in any county, either additional sites or additional personnel could be instituted.

**Placement of early voting sites.** Professor Gronke noted that among the states that allow in-person absentee voting, there are no consistent rules regarding the number or placement of absentee voting stations. A number of states currently restrict these facilities to county elections offices, while others provide for satellite locations in other governmental offices (most commonly, public libraries). A small number of states provide for other satellite locations. While many states leave the decision of placement of absentee voting sites to
local election officials, several interviewees worried about how such a process might work in Ohio. They noted that with county boards evenly divided by political parties, disputes between the parties would ultimately be decided by the Secretary of State, and that in such instances, the decisions about where to place absentee voting sites could easily be perceived as politically motivated. Some states provide that counties should make these decisions, but allow for an appeal process in the case of disagreements. Other states have addressed this problem by requiring a unanimous or majority vote rule for placement of absentee voting sites. At least two interviewees suggested the development of a formula that would help determine locations based on population density (for instance, requiring that no center could be more than X miles for a center of population with Y density or above). No matter who decides where such early voting sites might be placed, there could well be Voting Rights Act limitations on the placement of early vote centers, particularly if African American communities were disproportionately left without a center.

**Expansion of a single early voting site.** To avoid the potential problems associated with choosing additional absentee voting sites, but to provide relief to large counties, one academic suggested expanding existing sites to include more machines and poll workers to accommodate a larger number of voters. Some election officials, such as Jane Platten in Cuyahoga County, did not believe this would alleviate the problem of long lines in big counties. She noted that during absentee voting, Cuyahoga operated at maximum capacity at the county elections office. She did not believe given the physical constraints of the building that it would be possible to increase the number of machines in use or voters being processed per hour (which she estimated peaked at close to 600 voters per hour).

**Addressing the cost of in-person absentee voting expansion**

A number of officials expressed concerns about the potential cost of expanding in-person absentee voting. They noted that running in-person absentee voting sites requires more staffing, voting locations, materials and coordination at the same time they are preparing for Election Day. In light of tightening county election budgets, they offered some suggestions for reducing costs.

**Expand vote by mail.** At least one official hoped to decrease the demand for in-person early voting by increasing participation in mail-in absentee voting. Suggestions for expanding mail-in absentee voting are discussed in detail at page 59 below. Also discussed in that section are objections by some advocates and academics to expanding vote by mail at the expense of in-person voting.

**Reduce the number of Election Day polling places.** At the Election Summit, Dan Troy, past president of the County Commissioners’ Association of Ohio, among others, suggested that the cost of increased sites for in-person absentee voting could be offset by a decrease in the number of polling sites on Election Day. In fact, Cuyahoga County is currently in the process of reducing the number of precincts in the county from 1,436 to 1,100. Voting rights advocates and academics, while not opposed to studying the issue of decreasing the number of polling sites or moving to Election Day “vote centers,” expressed skepticism about such proposals and cautioned that any such moves should occur only after extensive study and small-scale experimentation in off-year elections. In particular, they expressed concerns that decreasing the number of polling sites on Election Day could lead to extreme
hardship and possible disenfranchisement of disabled and elderly voters, as well as those without their own cars, particularly if this meant that such voters had to travel further to vote. Professor Paul Gronke noted that focusing on the creation of early voting centers with better accessibility could actually make it easier for elderly, disabled and handicapped voters to vote.

**Shorten the voting period for in-person absentee voting.** A number of advocates and election officials (including the Secretary of State) have suggested that the in-person absentee voting period be reduced from 35 days before a general election to somewhere between one week and 17 days before a general election. This would, of course, eliminate at least two to three weeks of costs associated with the current in-person absentee voting period. A more detailed discussion of this suggestion, as well as opposing viewpoints, can be found below in the section “Length of In-Person Absentee Voting Period.”

**Length of In-Person Absentee Voting Period**

Some interviewees argued that the current period for in-person absentee voting was probably too long for reasons other than cost. They questioned whether voters who cast ballots so far ahead of Election Day had the opportunity to inform themselves fully about all of the contests and issues, particularly given the clustering of ads and election guides right before the election. Would early voters have “buyer’s remorse” weeks later, when the candidates and initiatives received greater scrutiny? A number of interviewees also acknowledged objections to what is sometimes referred to as the “Golden Week.” During the first seven days of absentee voting before a general election when the 35-day in-person absentee voting period overlaps the period before the voter registration deadline, voters may register and vote on the same day. Some have expressed concerns that this could lead to voter fraud, because county boards are not able to verify registration information before allowing newly registered voters to vote using the same verification methods employed for other new registrants. Advocates pointed out that there was little evidence of fraud during the 2008 Golden Week. These advocates believed the overlap between voter registration and the absentee voting period resulted in increased voter participation and hoped that the state would continue the practice, examining data from this period (including allegations of voter fraud and the effect on voter turnout) before considering whether to end the practice.

In fact, relatively few voters registered and/or voted in the first seven days of absentee voting. There were over 67,000 in-person absentee voters during the Golden Week period, but only 12,800 voters both registered and cast ballots in that period. This fact cuts both ways in the debate over Golden Week and the length of time that in-person absentee voting should be allowed. On the one hand, with so few people both registering and voting during Golden Week, that there could not have been the kind of widespread fraud some forecast in the heat of the 2008 campaign. On the other hand, the small number of Ohio residents who chose to register and vote during this time raises serious questions about whether the benefit of an extended in-person absentee voting period is outweighed by its cost. It is notable that in 2008, litigation concerning the overlap week and the validity of ballots cast during that time was ongoing throughout the week. In future cycles, more voters might take advantage of registration and voting during this time, if the validity of their votes was not in question.
The Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law suggested that Ohio adopt a system similar to what currently exists in North Carolina: shorten the early voting period to two weeks and end it a day or two before Election Day, but allow people to register when they show up to vote during the early voting period. Advocates note that in North Carolina this resulted in a dramatic increase in the number of first-time registrants and voters.333

Norman Robbins makes a similar suggestion, noting that if all early in-person voting were restricted to only one or two weekdays, in addition to Saturday all day and Sunday afternoon, then expenses could be reduced and the “overlap week” preserved.334

**Shorten the in-person absentee voting period.** Of the 32 states that currently allow no excuse in-person absentee voting, 11 states have in-person absentee voting periods of 15 days or less.335 Some have proposed shortening Ohio’s early voting period to 15 days.336 Based on data from 2008, this would appear to save county boards money and affect a relatively small number of voters (Paul Gronke notes that based on the turnout data currently available, it appears that less than ¼ of the ballots received during the early voting period were received prior to the final two weeks).337 However, it would eliminate the one-week “overlap” or “Golden Week” period during which voters could register and vote on the same day. While some Ohioans would see eliminating the overlap period as a benefit, several academics and advocates are opposed to its elimination, arguing that it increased participation among groups of voters with traditionally low voting participation rates.

**Allow boards of elections to end absentee voting the weekend before Election Day.** Some election officials proposed ending absentee voting the weekend before Election Day.338 They noted the logistical challenges of running early voting at county headquarters while preparing for Election Day. Among other things, they noted that in-person absentee voting took away valuable staff for up to fourteen hours a day, when staff were desperately needed for Election Day set-up and other logistical challenges. Of the 31 states that have in-person absentee voting, 8 states end the in-person absentee voting period at least two days before Election Day.339 Some voting rights advocates and academics were opposed to this proposal, noting that the heaviest days of in-person absentee voter participation during the absentee voting period were the Saturday, Sunday and Monday before Election Day.340 They saw ending in-person absentee voting on the Sunday before Election Day as potentially feasible, however, provided the absentee voting period was sufficiently long and included at least one weekend.341 The Lawyers’ Committee was not opposed to ending the in-person absentee voting period earlier, as long as the state adopted an in-person absentee voting program that allowed voters to register during that period, as is done in North Carolina.342

### 2. Mail-in absentee voting

Several advocates and election officials applauded the increased use of mail-in absentee voting, but here too a number of interviewees had serious concerns. The most common worry about vote by mail was the relatively high rate of uncounted mail-in votes. In 2008, statewide, 27,763 mail-in absentee ballots were not counted, and in some counties, more than 4% of absentee ballots sent by mail were not counted.343 Additionally, there is substantial evidence to suggest that even when mail-in ballots are counted, they are more likely to contain mistakes that will render it impossible to count some choices in specific contests.344 Academics have argued these higher error rates are due to the fact that these
voters do not have the benefit of using machines that notify them of overvotes or undervotes, making it more likely these voters will not notice or correct mistakes made in the process of filling out their ballots. In addition, some interviewees pointed to privacy and security issues associated with expanding vote by mail. They also noted other potential problems if vote by mail in any way replaces in-person or in-precinct voting. Several other states have experienced big problems with absentee ballot delivery, and receiving and sending ballots by mail is going to be particularly difficult for poorer, more transient voters.

**Rejected Mail-in Ballots**

One of the main criticisms of vote-by-mail has been that every year, a certain number of voters are disenfranchised because they fail to properly fill out forms or follow the additional procedural steps necessary to have their mail-in ballots counted.

Not surprisingly, in general, as absentee voting has increased in Ohio, so too has the number of mail-in ballots rejected (with a noticeable spike in 2006, when the state moved to “no fault” absentee voting).
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In 2008, more than 27,000 vote-by-mail absentee ballots were rejected for various technical reasons, including improperly filled out or unsigned identification envelopes, ballots not placed in sealed identification envelopes, and ballots received too late.

Election officials, advocates and academics acknowledge that some voter error is inevitable, and most argue this is a necessary cost for the added convenience provided by mail-in voting. Nevertheless, they have offered a number of suggestions for decreasing the number of rejected ballots in the future.
Correction of Errors on Mail-In Ballots

**Redesign absentee ballot materials.** Election officials, voting rights advocates, and usability and design experts we interviewed agreed that many of the materials voters received with their absentee ballots need to be redesigned and re-worded, and that the current materials were likely to confuse voters and lead to mistakes that could invalidate their votes. They pointed to the identification envelope as especially confusing and recommended working with design and usability groups, as Oregon did, to recreate the envelope (a copy of Oregon’s envelope is attached as Appendix 31). These interviewees strongly urged the legislature to amend the current required language for the identification envelope, arguing that there were too many fields to complete, and that the current language was complicated and full of technical legal terms. They argued that simpler wording and fewer requirements would lead to more voters completing the identification requirements correctly. A check-off reminder on the ballot envelope (similar to that provided by credit card companies) might also reduce errors in completion.

**Make it easier to count absentee ballots with technical deficiencies.** Some advocates and election officials praised the Secretary’s Directive 2008-109, which was meant to ensure that voters were notified of mistakes on their identification envelopes and provided with an opportunity to correct them, and to provide counties with a uniform method of doing this. At the same time, a number of election officials and advocates were critical of the directive, arguing that ballots that some counties would previously have counted were not counted because the directive required voters to come to county election offices in person to correct any mistakes. In particular, officials questioned this section of the directive:

> Boards should consider using telephone notification [of errors] as a last resort when all other means of communication have failed, or are impracticable or impossible . . . Because absentee ballot ID envelopes are signed by the voter under penalty of election falsification, the notification must instruct affected voters to physically appear at the office of the board of elections to correct deficiencies . . .

These officials complained that for many absentee voters, showing up at the county board of elections was impossible (this is why they were voting by mail in the first place). In the past some boards telephoned the voter, with both a Democrat and Republican election official on the line and observing while corrections were made, but they were no longer able to do this under the directive. In a similar complaint, one election official noted that prior to this directive her county would count absentee ballots that were mailed with the identification envelope, even if the ballot was not “inside” a sealed identification envelope. The solution offered by some election officials was to provide them with greater flexibility in deciding how to correct mistakes. The Secretary of State’s office has responded that the directive echoed the current Ohio law, which forbade the counting of such ballots, and required voters to come into the board of elections to correct their mistakes.

For the most part, advocates agreed with election officials that it should be easier for counties to count absentee ballots with technical deficiencies. However, most advocates and academics we interviewed added that they were in favor of clear and uniform statewide standards for accepting or rejecting ballots, to ensure equal protection to all voters.
Regardless, all parties we interviewed agreed that the best policy was one “which recognizes that voters will make inadvertent errors and omissions,” and that there should be “a routine method, to the extent possible, to contact voters to attempt to correct the deficiency as quickly as possible, thereby improving the odds that the ballots will count.”

Reducing Residual Vote Rates on Mail-in Ballots

Because Ohio does not keep separate records of residual vote rates for mail-in ballots, it is impossible to know if mail-in ballots had higher error rates than ballots cast in person in the 2008 election. However there is reason to believe that Ohioans who voted by mail are more likely to overvote or inadvertently skip races than were those who voted at polling stations (where they had the benefit of using machines that would notify them if they made such mistakes). In fact, several studies provide strong evidence that error rates are reduced when voters are able to use precinct count optical scanners or DREs in the polling place.

Interviewees offered the following suggestions for reducing the residual vote rates for mail-in ballots.

Explore Redesign of Absentee Ballots and Related Materials. A number of interviewees suggested working with usability and design experts to look at whether to redesign or reword of ballots, ballot instructions, and other materials sent to voters would reduce error rates, taking into account that mail-in voters will not have the advantage of using machines that will notify them of certain errors.

The importance of ballot design was borne out in the November 2008 election. At least 10 counties that used optical scan systems split the presidential contest into two columns, a basic violation of ballot design best practices. According to Professor David Kimball, the residual vote rate for president in those counties (meaning the rate of voters who did not have a vote counted because they selected more than one candidate for President or did not vote at all) was 1.9%, significantly higher than the 1.2% rate in other optical scan counties. Because the state does not keep separate statistics on absentee ballots, it is impossible to know if the higher residual vote rates were particularly great for mail-in ballots.

Manual Review of Ballots. Professors Paul Gronke and Doug Jones noted that in a number of states with a large percentage of voters voting by mail, inspection teams with members from different political parties inspect ballots before they are run through scanners. Inspection teams set aside any ballots that may not be read by the machines (because they are torn, smudged by postal mishandling, mismarked, contain extraneous marks, etc.). The teams then review these ballots for voter intent and — when there is agreement on voter intent — count them separately or duplicate them. Details of how this process works in Oregon can be found in Oregon’s “Vote By Mail Manual,” the relevant pages of which are annexed to this report as Appendix 33. Norman Robbins has suggested that another approach that might cost less would be to examine only ballots that scanners showed to be “overvotes.”
Expanding Mail-In Absentee Voting

Some interviewees expressed hope that the state would expand mail-in voting even further. Their reasons for supporting such an expansion ranged from its perceived reduction in administrative costs to general support for any change that will make it easier for voters to vote. However, others raised concerns about mail-in voting — noting the higher rate of rejected ballots, residual votes and security issues — and expressed caution about, if not opposition to, these proposals. In particular, they argued further work and study are needed to be done to reduce voter error and increase security before expanding mail-in voting even further. Several advocates and academics also raised concerns about whether expanding mail-in voting would lead to the elimination of some or all in-person voting. They noted several ways moving to all vote by mail that could disproportionately affect poor voters, including problems with mail service in some impoverished neighborhoods and the fact that voters in some Ohio counties currently must pay to have their applications and ballots mailed to county boards, while in other counties, all absentee activity is postage pre-paid. They also pointed to a study that suggested poor and minority voters are (relatively) negatively affected by a move to all mail-in voting.

Various suggestions offered by interviewees for expanding mail-in voting are listed below.

**Permit voters to apply for “permanent” mail-in voting status.** Some advocates and election officials in favor of expanding mail-in voting proposed that the state eliminate the requirement for voters to apply for mail-in absentee votes before every election. This would save counties the administrative cost of processing such forms before every election. Advocates and academics who raised concerns about mail-in voting wanted further research done to determine whether and how the state could reduce voter error, increase security and ensure greater participation by all groups before taking this step.

**Move to vote by mail for special elections.** One participant at the Elections Summit suggested holding all special elections by mail. Again, advocates and academics that raised concerns about mail-in voting were cautious about such a move, arguing that it should first be tried in just one or two such elections, in specific locations, and the results of such efforts carefully scrutinized.

**Provide state funding to send an absentee application to every qualified registered voter in every county for every election, with all expenses paid by the state.** One advocate who favored the expansion of absentee voting felt the state should encourage the practice by paying the counties to send absentee applications to voters before every election. Another advocate noted that Cuyahoga County and Franklin County did this efficiently in 2008 by making the absentee application part of the required 60 day notice of election send to all registered voters.

**Provide state funding for postage for all absentee ballots, both to and from the voter.** Some advocates have noted that, particularly if the state moves to all vote by mail for certain elections, or if Election Day polling places are eliminated to reduce costs, requiring voters to pay to mail in their ballots could raise equity issues. They hoped that the state would pay the postage for all absentee ballots.
Developing Best Practices for Vote By Mail Security

While there is little substantiated evidence of voter fraud in the United States, where fraud has occurred, it has most often takes place through absentee ballots. Advocates and security experts have expressed concerns about the long period of time that absentee ballots remain at the elections offices, fearing that error or fraud over this period of time could lead to lost votes or corrupted vote tallies. They called for consistent and transparent chain-of-custody procedures to ensure the integrity of mail-in ballots.

County election officials we interviewed expressed confidence in the procedures they have adopted to store and count absentee ballots. Nevertheless, most supported advocates’ call for the Secretary of State to develop “best security practices” for absentee ballots, which they could then adapt to their particular systems. The State of Oregon, which conducted its first elections by mail almost thirty years ago, and has developed its chain of custody and security measures over that time, is often held up as a model for vote by mail security and privacy practices. A copy of the relevant sections of the state’s most recent “Vote By Mail Manual” are annexed to this report as Appendix 33.

C. Topics for Additional Research

Interviewees identified a number of areas where additional data would be helpful.

Require reporting of statistics for vote by mail and in-person early votes separately.
The extensive use of mail-in voting is a relatively new phenomenon in Ohio, and several advocates and election officials would like to see it expanded. But academics and advocates have many reservations about mail-in voting. To address these reservations, most advocates and academics agree that it would be helpful to have more data about mail-in votes: in particular, who is voting, how often are these voters overvoting or undervoting, how often their ballots are rejected altogether and what the reasons for these rejections are. To answer these questions, it would be very helpful to academics and advocates if the state and/or counties reported precinct-by-precinct vote totals with Election Day and absentee ballots categorized separately. This would be a departure for many counties that presently county absentee ballots as a single precinct.

The state should consider capturing and reporting the “in-person” absentee votes separate from “by mail” votes, even if these ballots are both deemed “absentee.” This allows careful monitoring of whether different balloting methods, styles, and the like may help or hinder the franchise, and whether these methods operate differently in different parts of Ohio and for different segments of the populace.

The date that the mail-in and in-person absentee ballot was cast (or more accurately, processed by the elections office) should be collected as part of the voter history file. This information allows elections officials to identify when and where surges in voter turnout will occur, thus helping them more efficiently manage their staff and material. Also, this information can help the state determine whether a shorter early voting period will disenfranchise some voters. Finally, a laudatory side benefit suggested by some is that capturing this information will result in lower cost political campaigns, since it allows
targeted voter mobilization efforts depending on when citizens commonly cast their ballots.379

**Study the Impact of Alternative Voting Systems on Voter Error.** Many past studies have shown that the residual voting rate (under and overvotes) are higher for absentee balloting systems. If Ohioans continue to opt for no-excuse absentee balloting, there is a real possibility that residual vote rates will increase. The state should consider studying the impact of past changes in the Ohio election system on residual voting rates, and whether these rates are higher in some regions and precincts than in others. The state should also examine whether no-excuse absentee balloting raises new ballot design issues, and whether new designs can reduce voter error.

**Study the Impact of No-Excuse Absentee Balloting on Turnout.** Most studies have shown that pre-Election Day voting has a small impact on voter turnout, but virtually none of these studies have examined the impact of these new modes on state and local elections, where many academics suggest the largest impact will be.380 The state should collect and make data available on turnout in local contests so that scholars can understand this important issue.

**Study Ballot Integrity and Security Issues.** Opponents raise two integrity issues related to mail-in ballots. First, they are concerned about relying on the US Postal Service to handle ballots, both to deliver them to the voter, and to return them to the county office on a timely basis. Second, opponents raise issues of ballot security and fraud, since voters do not appear in front of a government official. The state should consider studying both these issues.

**Study Effectiveness of Mail Delivery to Rural Areas and Dense Urban Localities.** Professor Paul Gronke suggests that the state needs to examine its own statewide voter registration file to assure that all addresses meet USPS standards. Previous analyses of statewide files have shown that errors such as missing apartment numbers or incomplete zip codes can disenfranchise by-mail voters, and can do so unequally across income and racial groups.381 Professor Gronke suggests that the state should also examine the condition of postal delivery services across the state, paying particularly close attention to rural areas and dense urban localities.
V. Poll Worker Recruitment and Training

A. Background

Despite all the attention and resources devoted lately to various aspects of the American electoral process, poll workers remain largely outside the spotlight. Across the country states have spent large sums on new voting technologies and have substantially revised their election laws and procedures, but poll worker training and compensation has changed very little. Numerous academic studies have compared the performance of different voting technologies, but little is known about the effects of different kinds of poll worker training and supervision. What has been shown is that experiences with poll workers affect voters’ confidence not only that their own votes will be counted, but in the integrity of the election overall.\(^{382}\) Regarding the importance of training, surveys of poll workers and voters in Ohio show that voters’ ratings of poll workers’ performance improve with poll workers’ satisfaction with the training they received.\(^{383}\) Additional training improves both poll worker confidence and voters’ perceptions of poll workers’ competence.\(^{384}\) Election officials agree that poll workers are key. As Dale Fellows, Lake County Board of Elections member, expressed it, a poll worker is the “face of the organization.”\(^{385}\)

Ohio has been ahead of the curve in recognizing the importance of poll workers’ job and training, in part because of the extraordinary challenges Ohio poll workers have faced in recent elections. Poll worker training requirements vary nationwide. In some states no training is legally mandated; in others the law requires training before each election. In Ohio poll workers must be trained, using both the Secretary of State’s materials and the county board’s supplements. All poll workers must be retrained at least once every three years; and presiding judges must be retrained every other year.\(^{386}\) Voting technology has changed, and so has election law — multiple times — so that even veteran poll workers recently have had to learn election procedures and standards from the ground up. As one election official remarked, in the past four years poll workers have not had the same training twice.\(^{387}\) Moreover, many aspects of voting in Ohio have grown more complex — including the expanded provisional balloting process and the introduction of voter ID laws.

Ohio election officials realized that the many recent changes to Ohio’s changing election practices, and their increased complexity, make poll worker recruitment and training both more important and more difficult. Election boards responded in 2008 by evaluating and revamping their recruitment and training materials. The Secretary of State made uniform training materials available online, and many county boards gave recruitment and training heightened attention in 2008. Academics and advocates have also focused increasingly on the importance of poll worker recruitment and training in reducing problems at the polls, improving voter confidence and turnout, and preventing needless disenfranchisement.\(^{388}\)

B. Issues to Address

Election officials and advocates repeatedly expressed the view that complex and changing election rules and practices put enormous pressure on poll workers.\(^{389}\) In the face of those challenges, the following suggestions emerged for improving poll worker recruitment and training:
Simplify the Rules and Procedures on Provisional Balloting and Voter ID. Streamlining procedures for administering provisional ballots and voter identification was by far the most frequently mentioned reform to improve both poll worker recruitment and performance. At least one official felt that frustration with constantly changing and increasingly complicated election procedures also led to problems recruiting and retaining poll workers. There was widespread agreement that the complexity of current election rules and practices — especially provisional balloting and ID requirements — made it extremely difficult to produce a well-trained staff of poll workers, and that simplifying those procedures would likely improve poll workers’ performance and satisfaction. In particular, officials and advocates agreed that the provisional ballot forms need to be redesigned, to make them less wordy and easier for voters — and poll workers — to follow.

1. Recruitment

Recruit through direct mailings to voters. A number of counties reported good results using direct mailings to voters as a way to recruit new poll workers. Butler County sent recruitment post cards to voters in areas identified as at risk for poll worker shortages due to the aging poll worker pool there. Results were good and produced a list of back-up poll workers. Franklin County enclosed an application to serve as a poll worker in its mandatory notice mailing to voters. The result was the first ever surplus of poll workers. In Clermont County, officials combined a cable advertising campaign with flyers mailed to all residents with their water bills, producing about 200 potential poll workers in a week and a half. At least one official, however, expressed the view that poll workers obtained through broad direct mail campaigns may not stay as long as workers who know more about election administration before getting into it. One possible solution, if there is such a retention problem, would be to target frequent voters, as people who already have some commitment to the election process and know more what they will be getting into by becoming poll workers. In Summit County, officials sent recruitment post cards to 1,000 Democrats and 1,000 Republicans who they identified as frequent voters and netted about 150 new workers.

Partner with civic organizations, government and community employers to expand the usual pool of poll workers. Some counties have had good experiences with widening their recruitment to new sources. In 2006 Franklin County began a large scale recruitment effort, urging employers, unions, and teachers to recruit employees and students who had never before served as poll workers. An academic study subsequently found that voters gave higher approval ratings to polls staffed with the newly recruited workers. Advocates and some election officials would like to see expanded recruitment of workers and students. Local businesses could be asked to give employees the day off, and/or workers can be urged to take the day off to serve as “street-level bureaucrats.” Government agencies and public institutions, including state colleges and universities, could expand their efforts to recruit public employees and students to serve as poll workers. The Election Assistance Commission provides information and suggestions on recruitment practices. One election official suggested recruiting election protection advocates.

Increase recruitment of students. Ohio law now allows two high school seniors to serve in each polling place with at least six poll workers in any capacity other than as a presiding judge. The students must be given time off to serve. Many officials spoke of the success
they have had integrating high school seniors into the poll worker ranks. In November 2008, Cuyahoga County deployed 1,900 seniors as greeters at the polls, arming them with maps and voter lists, to help direct voters to the correct voting location. Coordinating with ‘Kids Voting,’ a non-profit, non-partisan civic education program, Franklin County recruited more than 1,000 high school students and trained students as machine judges in November 2008. Hamilton and Lake Counties recruit high school students and use them in all poll worker jobs (except as presiding judges). These counties have found that the infusion of new young blood has been a “huge plus.” High schools and colleges might be encouraged to promote students’ service at the polls, perhaps giving them academic credit or some other form of recognition. There was strong support for increased recruitment from both high schools and colleges to build this new source of poll workers. A call to close schools to make it easier to recruit both students and teachers was met with enthusiastic support. It was pointed out that the most successful college recruitment program involved professors who built election administration into lesson plans and school administrators who gave students the day off to work at the polls. The EAC provides a guide to best practices for recruitment, including college recruitment, available at http://www.eac.gov/files/BPPollWorker/College_Guidebook.pdf.

**Improve poll worker compensation and recognition.** Virtually every person we interviewed agreed that poll workers should be better compensated. Officials pointed out that despite the ever-increasing demands made on them, poll workers have received very little increase from a pay scale that one county official characterized as “dismal.” Officials and advocates agree that increasing poll worker pay and finding other ways to recognize poll workers’ service would make it easier to recruit and retain high-quality poll workers. One official suggested that being able to pay workers to do additional training would be particularly beneficial. Besides increasing election and training pay rates, one advocate suggested finding ways to give year round gestures of appreciation for poll workers and expediting payroll processing.

**Experiment with 2-shift poll worker assignments.** One advocate points out that many excellent candidates for poll worker assignments may be lost because of the 14-hour grueling day now required of all poll workers. Experiments with recruitment of some poll workers for 7-hour shifts would determine whether quality of poll worker performance would improve under these circumstances. Other summit participants, however, pointed out that moving to split shifts would double the demand for poll workers and create potential accountability problems when it came to closing out precincts at the end of Election Day.

2. **Training**

**Incorporate hands-on training.** One advocacy group urged increased practical, hands on training to give poll workers more opportunity to practice operating the machines for which they will be responsible, under procedures that mimic real election-day scenarios. Some counties have expanded the practical, interactive aspects of their training programs, including setting up the training room as a polling place and doing role playing with poll workers. In Butler County, during training every poll worker fills out a provisional ballot envelope.

**Make online training available earlier and publicize its availability.** County officials appreciated the Secretary’s new online poll worker training materials. One county
indicated that these resources would have been more helpful if they had been available earlier. Professor Quin Monson, who conducted a study of two counties’ incorporation of the new online materials into their poll workers’ training, said that subsequent surveys showed that voters were more satisfied with their experience at polling places staffed by workers who had taken the additional training.

**Prepare poll workers ahead of time to expect changes in training.** With so many changes from election to election, some counties find it useful to alert returning poll workers ahead of time that their training will contain new information. Richland County had good success with a newsletter sent to poll workers in advance of their training sessions, outlining the procedures the training would cover. Poll workers came to training prepared to learn changes.

**Develop ways to assess poll worker skills.** Advocates urge election boards to build into training programs mechanisms to assess trainees’ understanding of information, and, if necessary, require trainees to attend additional sessions. Cuyahoga and Butler Counties use a number grading system, assessing and rating poll workers’ skills on a scale of one to four or zero to four. When poll workers are deployed, officials make sure that polling places are staffed with workers with different grades. One election official suggested creating a certification program to make sure presiding judges were competent. He proposed such a certification program as a substitute for the current requirement that a presiding judge be from the same political party as the candidate who won the governor’s race in that precinct’s previous election, which complicates the assignment of these positions.

**Create streamlined, uniform and clear training manuals.** For the most part, election officials and advocates felt that the Secretary of State’s provision of uniform training materials online was a step forward. One official believed the requirement that all the Secretary’s directives be included in the manual was counterproductive, however, because the directives were written with lawyers in mind and would be confusing rather than informative to most poll workers.

**Create on-the-job informational aids for poll workers.** The Secretary’s office provided flip charts for use at the polls. In some counties, the materials arrived after training had already begun. One advocacy group urged that counties provide multiple forms of easily accessible information, including palm-sized reference cards and attractive, easy-to-read posters with answers to common questions about state voting guidelines. Along these lines, one academic pointed out that there is a well-developed literature in the medical world about the utility of check lists as aids for preventing errors. Those studies indirectly support summit participants’ belief that these types of aids were effective supports for reducing errors in the election context. The importance of clear, simplified instructional tools further highlighted the need for overall simplification in the administration of provisional ballots. Unlike the flip charts, summit participants felt the flow chart provided by the Secretary on administering provisional voting was not helpful, because it was so complex that it was too hard to follow. But participants agreed that the problem was not so much with the chart as with the rules and procedures themselves, which had become so tangled and confused that it was not possible to render them in straightforward, instructional terms.
Butler County has developed a set of materials for use by poll workers to direct voters to their correct precinct polling locations. These include a flow chart that walks the poll worker through the steps to follow if a voter is not on the rolls, an annotated address guide that allows the poll worker to look up the voter’s street address and obtain his assigned precinct and polling location in one step, and a card for the poll worker to fill out for the voter, directing her to the correct polling place. Betty McGary, Director of Elections for Butler County, credits these materials, along with an increased training focus on this issue, with cutting the rejection rate of provisional ballots cast in the wrong precinct from 20% to 5%.  

C. Topics for Additional Research

**Study the effects of different kinds and quantities of training.** Professor Quin Monson suggested following up the studies showing that adding online training affects poll worker performance to determine what quantities and types of training are particularly effective. Is it important to maintain some hands on training? Is improved performance mostly the result of simply adding more than a single training session, or is mixing hands-on and online training the key? Various other aspects of training could also be studied, including the trainer/trainee ratio and the most effective types of trainers — educators or veteran poll workers or a mix.

**Create a standard method to identify “problem polling places.”** An exit poll study of the May 2006 primary in Cuyahoga County found that polling places which had been problematic in 2004 tended to have higher numbers of problems in 2006, and that the number of problems was correlated with low-income and percent African American. Given this finding of “repeat offenders,” it would be helpful to have statewide indicators of polling place performance, so that low performing sites could be improved, e.g., with assignment of better-testing poll workers. For instance, one measure of poor performance would be the percent of voters forced to vote a provisional ballot in the wrong precinct even though they were in the right polling place.

**Study poll workers’ understanding of particular election practices.** For instance, in the context of learning more about the effects of ID laws, Professor Daniel Tokaji suggested interviewing poll workers about their understanding of Ohio’s identification requirements. Findings from such studies could also be used to analyze and improve the effectiveness of poll worker training.

**Collect and analyze data on poll worker shortages.** Where, when and how do shortages arise? For instance, were insufficient numbers of workers recruited? Did workers fail to show up for training or refuse to accept assignments in particular places? Did poll workers who were assigned for the election fail to show up at the polls on Election Day?

**Study possible different recruitment methods.** Different counties have done a lot of work on developing different recruitment styles and sources. A study of the results of the various methods could be useful. Professor Monson suggested testing in particular a recruitment method that would use existing information about voters to identify “model” poll workers and recruit them, for example, people who vote a lot and live in areas that are typically underserved at the polls.
VI. Polling Place Resources

A. Background

The insufficiency of Ohio’s polling place resources in 2004 is well documented. At polling closing time in 2004, voters faced five-hour waiting times. Some 20,000 to 30,000 people were estimated to have been deterred from voting by long lines. Moreover, the lack of resources burdened some communities more than others. For instance, in Franklin County, African Americans waited on line an average of thirty minutes longer than other voters. The November 2008 election saw a welcome improvement from the long lines of 2004.

In order to ensure that future elections extend this healthy trend, it is important to understand the events and policy changes that produced it and to tackle remaining issues regarding the allocation of polling place resources. At the Summits, and in interviews, two key points emerged. First it was clear that unprecedented use of early absentee voting reduced the burden on Election Day polling places and shortened wait times. Second, there was some discussion of the role of paper ballot availability in reducing wait time in polling places with DREs, and the pros and cons of maintaining a supplementary supply of paper ballots.

B. Issues to Address

1. Voting machine allocation and early absentee voting

In November 2008, long lines and wait times never materialized. Before the election, advocates and academics warned that voting machine allocations might once again be insufficient to handle the projected record turnout. According to Professor Ted Allen, the Help American Vote Act (HAVA) is partly responsible for the potential problem. Professor Allen’s research shows that the HAVA compliant DRE voting machines some Ohio counties have acquired recently require far greater time for voters to cast their ballots than did previous machines. One study in Franklin County estimated that average voting times would roughly double on these “screen by screen” machines (compared with the “open faced” machines in use in 2004). Thus even with twice as many voting machines, waiting times would likely reach 2004 levels unless something further changed. Moreover, as one advocacy group stressed the increased get out the vote efforts and unprecedented new registration levels suggested that at least some precincts in Ohio counties might be heading for long lines and wait times.

In the event, however, high rates of early absentee voting relieved the pressure on election-day polling places. Through the combined efforts of the legislature, secretary of state and local election officials who implemented and promoted “no fault” absentee voting, along with the public education support of advocacy groups and at least one well publicized academic study, pre-election day voting reached unprecedented levels. Statewide absentee voting increased to approximately 30% of total votes cast. One study that simulated different resource scenarios using actual 2008 turnout in Franklin County shows that the increased early voting there (which went from 24% in 2004 to 44% in 2008) was the main reason that county avoided a repeat of 2004. Jane Platten, Director of the Cuyahoga
County Board of Elections, reported that 271,000 Cuyahoga residents cast early ballots. She credited the early turnout as “the number one reason” for shorter lines on Election Day.\textsuperscript{442} Bryan Clark of the Secretary of State’s office pointed to the new requirements from the Secretary that boards use mathematical formulas to develop comprehensive voting resource allocation plans as another factor.\textsuperscript{443}

The effect of early absentee voting in reducing the burden on Election Day raises a number of questions regarding polling place resources for future elections. It is not clear exactly what led to the high numbers of Ohioans who chose to vote early. Clearly, the shift to “no fault” absentee voting was key.\textsuperscript{444} Professor Theodore Allen pointed out that public education about the availability of absentee voting may also have been important.\textsuperscript{445} Advertising campaigns by counties to publicize the importance of early voting may have been effective. News stories highlighting warnings about what would happen if voters all turned out on Election Day also may have contributed to the surge in early voting.\textsuperscript{446}

Other questions concerned the extent to which policies to expand or reduce early voting should be linked to resource allocations on Election Day. If the absentee period is reduced, will that create a need for more Election Day resources? Can publicity increase the use of absentee still further, taking more of the burden off polling places on Election Day? Would it be advisable to expand early voting from a single site to several sites throughout the counties? If such an expansion took place, would it be feasible to reduce Election Day expenditures — cutting the number of poll workers, for instance, or the number of machines in use? (These issues are discussed at length in this report’s section on absentee voting at pages 50-61)

It was suggested that early voting should be facilitated by making it available at multiple sites, instead of just a single county voting center.\textsuperscript{447} This policy was recommended by Secretary Brunner in 2008.\textsuperscript{448} Moreover, Professor Dan Tokaji noted that there might be an equal protection problem with the current scheme of one site per county — no matter the size of the region covered.\textsuperscript{449} Commissioner Dan Troy expressed the view that no such expansion would be necessary until the next presidential election, because turnout would likely be much lower until that time.\textsuperscript{450} In his view, any move to increase early voting should be accompanied by a reduction in resources devoted to Election Day in-precinct voting. He pointed out that resources are finite, and recommended that any expansion in early voting locations should be balanced with cuts in the number of polling locations and poll workers on Election Day. Likewise, Commissioner Troy said that he would support lengthening the early voting period only with a concurrent reduction in the number of polling places and poll workers used on Election Day.\textsuperscript{451}

Increases in voting by mail might be another way to trim the resources needed for in-precinct voting on Election Day.\textsuperscript{452} Professor Tokaji, warned, however, that in jurisdictions, like Oregon, that rely entirely on voting by mail, research shows reductions in participation by low income minority voters.\textsuperscript{453} Overall turnout is marginally increased, but the increases are in demographic groups already overrepresented compared with their presence in the voting age population.\textsuperscript{454} Greg Moore, of the NAACP National Voter Fund, agreed. He pointed out that in low income communities, voters may lack permanent addresses or face other problems receiving regular mail.\textsuperscript{455} Mail in voting thus creates obstacles for those voters. Despite these differences on the direction to take regarding early absentee voting,
every person we spoke with agreed that early voting was the single most important factor in preventing long lines and back ups in Ohio’s November 2008 election.

2. Supplemental paper ballots in DRE counties

In contrast to interviewees’ general agreement about the salutary effect of early voting, there was no consensus on the utility of supplemental paper ballots for election administration. In compliance with Secretary Brunner’s directive, counties that use DRE machines provided every polling place with a supply of paper ballots equal to 25% of turnout in the 2004 general election. In addition, machine counties were required to use a two-line system to separate paper-ballot voters from those voting by machine. According to Professor Ted Allen, post-election simulation studies showed that supplemental paper ballot voting did help to reduce Election Day lines and waiting times somewhat.

Al Siegal, a presiding judge from a Delaware County precinct, credited the supplemental paper ballots with helping to prevent long waits on Election Day. He observed, however, that his polling place initially was not provided with places where voters could use paper ballots. After he procured 4 additional tables for this purpose and set up a number of paper balloting sites, poll workers asked people as they lined up, “if you are in a hurry, would you like to vote by paper” and directed them to the spare tables if they chose. In this way they had six to ten paper ballot voters most of the time during high volume periods and were able to process (according to his records) 85 to 90 voters per hour in a precinct with 6 machines.

According to the Secretary of State’s Office, the primary purpose of back-up paper ballots is two fold: they offer a safety valve in the event of long lines and an emergency resource in the event of machine failures, power outages, or other disruption in voting. Several election officials, academics and advocates, however, questioned the current state policy for distribution of paper ballots in counties that use DREs. County election officials criticized the paper ballot requirement in terms of cost, administrative efficiency, and election accuracy. Jeff Wilkinson, Director of the Richland County Board of Elections, questioned how counties can afford to support two separate voting systems at every election. In an interview, Dan Troy, past President of the County Commissioners’ Association of Ohio, made a similar point. Jeff Wilkinson reported that Richland County spent approximately $24,000 to provide and administer ballots. Under the required formula, they printed 14,700 ballots. Only 704 were used. While ballot printing would be reimbursed, other costs associated with paper ballot administration, e.g., poll worker time, would not. Dale Fellows, Director of the Lake County Board of Elections, said that, given a choice, voters overwhelmingly preferred to vote by machine. Lake County voters were offered a choice between paper and machine; 72,000 voted by machine and only 4,600 on paper ballots. Moreover, he reported that county officials were done counting machine and absentee votes by 10 p.m. on election night but spent until 4 a.m. the next morning counting and reconciling paper ballots. He pointed out that paper ballots that are incorrectly made must be analyzed by officials who try to determine voter intent and then remake them; whereas DRE machines reject incorrectly voted ballots and give the voter a chance to correct them on the spot. Thus counties must have resolution teams to decode voter intent on paper ballots. Finally, based on his own observation, paper ballots take even longer to fill out than the touch screen ballots. Of course, this is an issue for all paper ballots.
On a related note, as already discussed in this report (see Mail-in Absentee Voting section at pages 55-60), there is a substantial amount of academic literature that strongly supports the thesis that voters are more likely to make mistakes (and consequently have their votes lost) if they vote without a machine that will notify them of errors (such as a DRE or precinct-based optical scans). Because counties that use DREs do not have precinct scanners to notify voters of errors at their polling places, some academics and advocates have expressed concern that having large number of voters choose to vote on paper without precinct based optical scans will lead to problems: higher error rates and — in cases where contests are close and recounts necessary — more disputes about voter intent on ballots that machines can’t read.

David Farrell, of the Secretary of State’s office, recognized the costs of providing a paper ballot alternative in DRE counties. Nevertheless, he insisted that the 2-line system and the requirement of back up paper ballots were necessary to prepare for and prevent a crisis in the event of machine breakdowns. One advocate summed up the arguments regarding supplemental paper ballots, saying that policymakers and advocates need to have a discussion on the pros and cons and evaluate the possible options: Offer all voters a choice between machine and paper voting? Offer paper only on request? Offer paper only when lines for machine voting are long or in case of an emergency (i.e., DREs have failed)? Or do away with paper altogether?

Going forward, election officials, advocates and academics offered a number of suggestions for ensuring that polling place resources are adequate and efficiently and equitably distributed:

**Conduct simulations in advance in order to estimate the service times and thus the needed resources at individual polling places.** Professor Ted Allen recommended simulating voting in advance can predict and help avoid problems, particularly in large urban areas. Simulations might also aid in cost reduction efforts, helping to identify principled reductions in polling locations.

**Factor variable voting times into allocation formulas.** Professor Allen also recommended that in deciding how many voting machines are needed in a polling location, officials consider not only the number of registered voters assigned there, but also the length and complexity of the ballot, and the resulting effect on likely voting time. Because voting time varies depending on the length of ballots, it should be included in calculations of how many machines and poll workers are needed in any given location.

**Examine allocation schemes to make sure resources are distributed equitably.** Advancement Project’s report on resource allocation recommends basing future allocations on turnout at precincts in the past and also on information about get out the vote efforts in different precincts and predicted registration increases and turnout to ensure equitable distribution of resources.
Publicize and encourage the use of the absentee voting option and other options that can make Election Day voting easier. Advertising campaigns could alert voters to the availability of early voting and promote its use to avoid delays on Election Day. Voters could also be informed of the best times on Election Day to cast a ballot and procedures that will expedite that process, including, e.g., reading ballot issues before coming to the polls.

Make voter guides and information available early. It was pointed out that early voters in many cases did not have the guides that advocacy groups make available to voters on Election Day. One advocate suggested that making guides early on would increase voters’ ability to use early voting well and increase voter satisfaction.473

Provide resources for poll workers to direct voters to the correct voting location. Advocates and some election officials emphasized the benefit of making sure that every multi precinct polling place has a list of all voters in all the covered precincts.474 Counties could experiment with making reference books like the one used in Butler County that combines precinct identification by address with polling place locators. This makes it easier for poll workers to direct voters to the correct polling place and save time for both poll workers and voters.

Limit ballot language. One advocate suggested capping the number of words used to describe ballot issues. She pointed out that candidate biographies are not included on the ballot, and suggested that lengthy descriptions of issues should likewise be prohibited.475

Reduce the number of elections. Dale Fellows suggested that elections could be consolidated to conserve resources.476

Advocate for more and more continuous federal funding. Advocates and academics were sympathetic to local officials’ frustration with being asked to implement policies that demanded more expenditure without providing funding support. They agreed that the time is right to advocate for a continuous stream of federal funding for some of the requirements of HAVA.

C. Topics for Additional Research

Conduct research on the effect of using fewer regional voting centers. This model is being tried in some places.477 Commissioner Dan Troy suggested looking into how it is working and how it is affecting who votes. One advocate suggested that if larger regional centers are used, their locations should be made permanent to alleviate the persistent problem of voters not knowing where their assigned polling places are located.

Study the impact of using permanent absentee status. There was some support for investigating a system that allows voters to vote by mail without redoing an application for each election. This would make voting easier and saves administrative resources, because there is no application processing. It also has the advantage of allowing election boards to calculate in advance how many people are likely to vote absentee. There are potential concerns, however, regarding fraud.478
Analyze data from all counties on the use of paper ballots. Professor Daniel Tokaji suggested that every county submit data on the number of supplemental paper ballots used.
VII. Post-Election Audits

A. Background

The security and reliability of electronic voting has been a subject of dispute almost since the passage of the HAVA, which resulted in many states, including Ohio, moving from punch-card and lever voting systems to “electronic” optical scanners and direct recording electronic voting machines (DREs). Ohio was one of the first states to require voter-verifiable paper records for all voting systems. In 2004, the General Assembly passed legislation requiring that all direct recording electronic voting machines (DREs) include “a voter verified paper audit trail” (optical scan systems read paper ballots that are filled out by voters). The requirement for paper trails went into effect in 2006, and since that time, there has been some form of voter verifiable paper record associated with every Ohio voter’s election choices, whether voted by mail, on precinct based optical scanners, or on DREs.

As numerous experts have argued, the adoption of a requirement for voter-verifiable records does not resolve the security, reliability and verifiability issues associated with electronic voting machines — whether those machines are optical scanners or DREs. To the contrary, as the Brennan Center noted in its June 2006 study of electronic voting system security, voter-verifiable paper records will not prevent programming errors, software bugs or the introduction of malicious software into voting systems. If paper is to have substantial security value, it must be used to check, or “audit” the voting system’s electronic record.

In fact, this kind of post-election audit, comparing paper records to electronic tallies, can serve several important functions. Among them are:

- generating public confidence in the results of an election;
- deterring fraud against the voting system;
- detecting and providing information about large-scale, systemic errors;
- providing feedback that will allow jurisdictions to improve voting technology and election administration in future years; and
- confirming, to a high level of confidence, that a manual recount would not change the outcome of the race.

1. Creating an audit law

Twenty-four states require post-election audits of voter-verifiable paper records, and more seem poised to pass such laws in the coming months. In 2008, Secretary Brunner published two directives that led to the first post-election audits of paper records in Ohio. Secretary Brunner has received substantial praise from advocacy groups and some election officials for advancing the use of post-election audits in Ohio. In fact, it appears that at least two previously unknown problems with Ohio voting equipment were discovered as a result of these audits. For the most part, however, the audits showed that Ohio’s machines were working remarkably well, accurately recording and tallying the intent of voters.
Some election officials and advocates we interviewed argued in favor of legislation requiring post-election audits after major elections. At least one election official argued for a law that laid out broad principles (such as a requirement to compare a certain percentage of paper records to electronic tallies), and provided the Secretary of State with room to develop the details of the audit through directive. Others believed that at least some details in the law (types of ballots to be audited, which contests to audit, percentage of ballots to audit; reporting requirements) would be helpful, both in allowing county boards to develop regular procedures ahead of each election and to ensure that each audit met minimum standards of effectiveness.

There was widespread agreement that the more information election officials and the public had about the audit ahead of an election, the more likely the audit would be effective and efficient, and serve the goals of increasing transparency and public confidence in election results.

There are several potential sources that the Ohio legislature could use in crafting a post-election audit law. Most obviously, twenty-four states already conduct audits by law or regulation. The Citizens Alliance for Secure Elections (CASE Ohio) has offered a number of suggestions for best audit practices for Ohio in the past year, including a White Paper recommending certain principles in conducting an audit, Recommended Audit Procedures, detailing some recommended best practices for audits in Ohio, and a post-election review of the audits conducted in Ohio in 2008. These are annexed to this report in Appendix 37.

Finally, the Brennan Center, the Center for Election Integrity and Verified Voting previously drafted suggestions for the creation of a post-election audit law, based in large measure on the audit requirements in Minnesota, Missouri and Illinois. That document is annexed to this report as Appendix 38.

**B. Topics for Additional Research**

Collect data on the cost of audit pilots. There was widespread agreement that more data on the cost to counties of conducting audits in 2008 could help the state make determinations about the appropriate dimensions of future audits.

Study risk-limiting audits. A number of participants in the March summit panel on post-election audits expressed support for the idea of “Risk-Limiting” audits, as described in CASE Ohio’s White Paper. The concept behind such audits is that county boards of election would audit the minimum number of ballots necessary to confirm, to a high degree of certainty, that a hand count of ballots would not produce a different election outcome. The amount of ballots to audit would be determined by a statistical formula, depending on the margin of victory in the contest and other factors. According to its supporters, the use of this method would result in far less auditing than the kind of flat percentage audit used in Ohio in 2008.
VIII. Third Party Ballot Access

In 2006, a federal court ruled that Ohio’s ballot access law was unconstitutional. Since then, Ohio has administered elections without clear legal means for minor political parties to gain access to the ballot. In 2007, the Secretary of State attempted to fill the void in state election law by issuing a directive that set forth ballot access requirements less restrictive than those set forth in the stricken law, but in 2008, a federal court ruled that those requirements also were unconstitutionally burdensome.

A. Background

In Ohio, only political parties whose candidates for governor in the most recent state general election received at least 5% of the votes cast in that contest maintain ballot access. Prior to 2006, minor political parties seeking access to the ballot were required to file a petition containing the signatures of 1% of the total votes cast for governor or president in the last state general election with the Secretary of State’s office at least 120 days before the next primary election. The date of primary elections is set in Ohio law, and in presidential election years, the primary election date is the first Tuesday in March.

In 2004, the Libertarian Party of Ohio challenged Ohio’s ballot access law. The filing deadline was such that the Libertarian Party had to file its nominating petitions one year before the general election. In 2006, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit ruled that Ohio’s requirement that candidates be nominated by primary election, combined with the 120-day filing requirement, imposed an unconstitutional burden on the Libertarian Party. Among other things, the Court of Appeals found that no other state had ballot access laws as restrictive as Ohio’s, averaging one minor political party on the ballot per year compared with four per year in other highly populous states during the period 1992-2002.

In 2007, the Secretary of State issued Directive 2007-09 to try to address the void in Ohio law created by the ruling. The Directive required minor political parties to file a petition containing the signatures of at least 0.5% of the total number of votes cast for governor in the 2006 election with the Secretary of State’s office at least 100 days before the primary election. In advance of the 2008 election, the Libertarian Party of Ohio went to court to challenge the ballot access requirements established by the Secretary. The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Ohio found the Directive deficient and unconstitutional.

As a result, Ohio is again left without clear legal standards for access to the ballot by minor political parties. Election officials and advocates at the Summits agreed that the Ohio legislature must remedy the void in Ohio election law left by the 2006 court ruling by establishing a new ballot access law. One state election official believed that the absence of a law has resulted in costly ballot access litigation. Additionally, because of the federal court ruling striking down the Secretary’s directive, state election officials do not believe that ballot access can be addressed without a new law.
B. Issues to Address

Participants in the March Summit brought up four main concerns with Ohio’s previous ballot access laws, which they hoped to see remedied in new legislation.

**Candidate nomination by primary election.** Ohio’s Constitution requires all political parties, including minor parties, to nominate their candidates at primary elections.\(^{504}\) Forty-three states provide political parties with other methods of nominating candidates besides primary elections. This requirement is one that discourages the participation of minor political parties in Ohio elections. One advocate believed that party organizations should be able to decide how they select their candidates.\(^{505}\) A minor political party leader agreed that political parties should be able to determine how their candidates are selected.\(^{506}\)

One state election official believed that allowing minor political parties to nominate candidates by means other than primary elections could potentially save county boards of elections the expenses associated with administering primary elections.\(^{507}\) At the very least, it would be worth studying the ballot access laws in the six other states that require political parties to nominate their candidates by primary election.\(^{508}\) At the March summit, one panelist asked whether any states tie party affiliation on voter registration forms to ballot access. Peg Rosenfield of the League of Women Voters of Ohio questioned whether this would be a good idea, noting that it could lead third-party registration groups or political parties to destroy registration forms of voters who registered with certain parties.

**Petition signature requirement.** Prior to 2006, minor political parties had to gather signatures at least equal to 1% of the total votes cast for governor or president in the last state general election. To qualify to appear on the 2004 general election ballot, that represented 32,290 signatures.\(^{509}\) Directive 2007-09 required minor political parties to gather 0.5% of the total votes cast for governor in the 2006 election, which represented 20,114 signatures.\(^{510}\) Federal courts found both of these signature requirements to be unconstitutionally burdensome on minor political parties.\(^{511}\) One advocate suggested eliminating party references entirely from ballots and making the requirements for candidate access to the ballot uniform.\(^{512}\) Others at the panel questioned whether this was a realistic possibility.\(^{513}\) A minor political party leader has proposed a requirement of 0.25% of the total votes cast for the lowest vote-total-getting statewide office. Other states have fixed numerical requirements established by state law.

**Petition filing deadline.** Ohio law previously required new political parties to file petitions 120 days before the primary election. At the time that Ohio’s law was enjoined as unconstitutional, 48 states had filing deadlines for minor political parties later in the election cycle than Ohio.\(^{514}\) The Secretary of State’s 2007 directive required petitions to be filed 100 days before the primary election. Although one consideration for establishing a new filing deadline is to provide election officials with enough time to check petition signatures,\(^{515}\) one county election official reported that checking signatures is only a small part of her responsibilities and that it is not a burden.\(^{516}\) Draft legislation proposed by a minor political party calls for a 75-day deadline.\(^{517}\)
**Maintaining ballot access.** As mentioned above, political parties must receive at least 5% of the votes for governor to maintain ballot access. One minor party leader suggested mirroring ballot access practices in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Kansas, where 1% of any statewide office would allow a minor political party to stay on the ballot in the state.\(^{318}\) Alternatively, he proposed that petitions be considered valid for a fixed number of years, such as 2 or 4 years.\(^ {319}\)
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